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CHAPTER NEWS

Ctnbem
A meeting of the Canberra Chapter was held at 1930

on 30 March 1976 at RSL National Headquarters, Canberra.

Under the Chairmanship of the Convener of the Chap-
ter, Captain L.G. Fox RAN, 15 members assembled to
hear a paper written by Captain N. Ralph DSC RAN titled:
'Australian Maritime Trade-A Problem for Defence'. Un-
fortunately, Captain Ralph was unable to present hispaper
in person due to service commitments. However, the paper
was most ably presented by Commander J. Haines RAN
who substituted at short notice.

The Chairman then called upon the President of the
Institute, Commodore V.A. Parker RAN, and Captain D.J.
Martin RAN to each give a short talk cm their view of the
problem posed by Captain Ralph.

During and after these talks a lively and interesting
discussion ensued.

In closing the meeting, the Convener thanked Com-
modore Parker, Captain Martin and Commander Haines
for their presentations and pointed out that there was ob-
viously scope for more papers to follow the theme present-
ed by Captain Ralph.

In expressing disappointment at the modest attendance,
the Convener stated that it was not very encouraging to
those who spent a considerable amount of their time and
effort preparing papers for presentation. He hoped that
further meetings would show some improvement.

The members were advised that Lieutenant R.M.
Jemesen RAN had agreed to act as Secretary/Treasurer
of the Canberra Chapter.

The next meeting of the Chapter will be held on Wed-
nesday, 30th June, 1976.

Sydney
The meeting held on the 10th of March was well

attended; we had 24 there, our highest number so far.
Captain J.A. Robertson RAN convened the meeting and
introduced the major topic of Naval Wargaming by giving
a brief review of its history from the 18th century. He
then introduced Mr. Dennis. Brackmen, of Napoleon's
Bookshop in Pitt Street, Sydney, who discussed recrea-
tional wargarning.

Mr. Brackman isawargamer of international experience,
a Captain US Army (Reserve) and a Vietnam veteran. He
spoke on recreational wargames available, how they are
devised, constructed and played. He then proceeded to
give a brief demonstration of the game 'The Solomon
Islands Campaign', using the game to demonstrate a brief
historical commentary. The discussion centered around
the accuracy of these games, their usefulness and who
plays them.

Captain E.E. Johnston RAN then gave a short talk on
the Computer Wargame System at the US Naval War
College. He discussed the basic equipment involved and
then how the games are organised. One point put forward
during the ensuing discussion was whether the Institute or

the RAN should be involved in wargarning (apart from the
AIOTT) as a tool-not only as a decision making trainer
but also to determine equipment fits, and force structure.

On 14th April the Institute combined with the Naval
Historical Society at the TAS School HMAS Watson to
watch the film Tora Tora Tora'. A short address on the
Intelligence aspects of the film was given by Lieutenant
Commander W.N. Swan RAN (ret'd) before the screening
of the film.

On 7th May a presentation on the Battle of the Coral
Sea was given at HMAS Penguin. A detailed report is
expected to appear in the next edition of the Journal.

Members are reminded that any contributions they
have for the Journal should be forwarded to the Secretary
of the Institute. At the moment the Institute has no stock-
pile of articles, nor a large number of articles in the 'pipe-
line'. The editors are doing a good job with limited
resources and a larger selection of articles would make
their job considerably easier. Letters, book reviews, articles
and essays are all acceptable.

Correspondence
The Editor,
Journal of the Australian Naval Institute

Dear Sir,
In the Battleship Mentality proceedings (February,

1976), the Prosecution case was essentially a ploy to
establish guilt by association. The Defence recognized
the device, but yet employed similar tactics to mitigate
blame by pointing the finger at fodder bills for British
Army horses and the RAF's ill-fated TSR-2.

In point, the charge of Battleship Mentality in the
RAN was not properly investigated at all. Battleship Men-
tality exists in the Australian Defence Establishment all
right, and undoubtedly the Navy no less than anywhere
else. Look no further than the DDG acquisitions during
the gun-boat war of Confrontation, the RAAF bright idea
to use Mirages in the ground-support role, and the Army
infatuation with tank squadrons. Look at the current non-
sense about School Cadet Corps, the burgeoning Defence
bureaucracy, and the infamous 'no threat' syndrome in
particular. Where is the debate on missile-armed patrol
craft, VTOL aircraft, fibre optics, and modern logistic
support technology? Certainly not in these pages, sub-
scribed to by only a couple of hundred stalwarts out of a
potential of thousands.

On the other hand, there are innovative, forward-think-
ing, right-minded men. We probably do have the embryo
Jackie Fishers (and included amongst these frustrated ranks
would be those sufficiently professionally enthused to sub-
scribe to this Journal), but I would wager the Battleship
organization of Defence Central will prevent their ever
developing into fruitful maturity. Coupled with this is
the obstructionist Battleship Mentality of those who
advise on and allocate national resources and priorities.

However, as responsible jurymen we must cast a vote
based solely upon the facts presented, and so I decide on
the old Scottish alternative verdict of NOT PROVEN. The
case is by no means closed but should come up for trial
again upon presentation of additional, and relevant,
evidence.

Juror
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ANI FIRST ANNIVERSARY

The Australian Naval Institute was officially
formed on the 4th April, 1975, with the objects
of encouraging and promoting the advancement of
the Naval and Maritime professions and also pro-
viding a forum for the exchange of ideas on related
subjects. The foundation membership consisted of
57 Regular and Associate Members and after the
first year this total has been increased to over 200.

As could be expected, the majority of the ANI
Members have qualified to join by virtue of their
RAN, RANR or WRAN service, but there is also
a reassuring number of interested civilian and
foreign naval applications. This indicates that the
Institute is becoming more widely known and that
the fu ture is full of promise.

Admiral Sir Victor Smith, A.C., K.B.E., C.B.,
D.S.C., Vice Admiral H. D. Stevenson A.C., C.B.I-.,
and His Honour, Judge Trevor Rapke, Q.C., B.A.,
L.L.B. graciously accepted the Council's invitation
to become Honorary Life Members.

Chapters of the Institute have been formed in
Sydney and Canberra and both groups have con-
vened on a number of occasions during the past
year. The papers delivered at these meetings have
covered a wide range of interesting and thought
provoking topics and these are now permanently
recorded in the first three issues of our Journal .

That the Inst i tu te has published three Journal
issues within the first year of operation is a source
of pride and is also testimony to the hard work
and splendid organisation of the Editorial Sub-
Committee. In addition to being distributed to
each Member, the Journal will be available to
students at the various Staff Colleges in Australia
and also at a number of important libraries.

Valuable publicity has been accorded the Aus-
tralian Naval Institute in the prestigious Proceed-
ings of the United States Naval Insti tute and it is
hoped that the future exchanges of information
will be a source of satisfaction and mutual benefit
to both organisations.

A competition was recently held for the purpose
of establishing a design for the Institute's crest. Mr.
C. Clarke of Navy Office was the successful en t r an t .
The crest which is reproduced on page 20 will be
featured in future issues of the Journal.

W i t h the passing of the first anniversary the
Council believes that the Inst i tute is now firmly
established and tha t , in fulfi l l ing the objectives
drafted by the foundation members, it will grow
in numbers and stature to become an important
l ink in the propagation of Naval and Maritime
knowledge in Australia.

FROM THE EDITOR

The appeal for contributions to the Journal,
which has been repeated in the last two editions, is
gradually coaxing members to let us have material
which is so badly needed if the Journal is to
develop as well as we would like. However, despite
the encouraging signs of awakening interest on
the part of a few new contributors, members are
again exhorted to put pen to paper and allow
themselves the luxury and the satisfaction of
seeing their thoughts, comments, criticisms,
humourous anecdotes etc. in bold print forposterity
to read in a serious and developing professional
Journal.

There is no party line and contributors may at
their request have their items printed under a nom-
de-plume.

One new feature, which it is hoped will become
a permanent part of our Journal is entitled 'I Was
There When . . .'. This is meant to provide the
opportunity for contributors to publish their ex-
periences which previously they may have recount-
ed in informal and perhaps convivial gatherings to
those few who may have listened. This is your
opportunity to share those experiences with your
professional colleagues. The first of what is hoped
to be a lasting series of the 'I Was There When . . .'
features appear in this issue.

Members are also reminded that additional
copies of past numbers of the Journal may be pur-
chased for $2.50 a copy, but this depends on how
long stocks last. Membership is steadily increasing,
and stocks of the inaugural publication (Vol 1 No.
1) have now been exhausted. Copies of subsequent
magazines are available however on application to
the Secretary.

STOP PRESS

As this edition of the Journal has been prepared for
final printing, the need for contributions for the August
edition has become increasingly clear.

Major articles are always welcome, but in addition, there
is a pressing need for smaller items, particularly for our
regular features such as Classic Signals, Ship Handling
Corner, and Technical Topics. Wi th the wealth of experi-
wces, professional and otherwise, which must have been
gafned by our many members in their travels to all corners
of the world, it does not seem unreasonable to expect a
flood of contributions, but regretfully, such is not the case.
At present, our cupboard is bare.

A d d i t i o n a l l y , whilst it is flattering to believe that every
article & comment we publish meets with the unanimous
approval ot all our readers, the thought that eventually
some member or members may be provoked into disagree-
ing in print is the one hope to which we cling. Don't worry
about inconveniencing the editorial staff, only your
reticence does tha t .
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Professionalism
and the Naval Institute

All of us would claim to have a deep interest in
the security of the country in which we live and
would also pronounce that we can take a balanced
view of the total defence structure, of which the
Navy is but one of the integral parts. Then, because
we are Naval people and understand the many
factors which make the Navy unique, most of us
would feel justified in devoting our a t tent ion
primarily to the state of the RAN and the prospects
for its future. We would certainly give a lot of
thought to the details of today's Navy which need
improvement; equipment, t ra ining methods, main-
tenance procedures, command and adminis t ra t ive
organisation to name a few. We should also be giving
a lot of a t tent ion to the perpetuat ion in tomorrow's
Navy of the things we value today: the good feeling
of being in a happy ship; the teamwork, loyal ty,
cheerfulness, skills and energy of those around us;
the knowledge that we can do a very important job
very well. We would argue tha t th i s country needs
a good Navy but we would realise I hat tomorrow's
Navy won't be much good unless the members of
today's Service care deeply for it, believe in it,
want to see it endure and aie prepared and able to
do something about it. In short, the future of the
Navy depends almost entirely upor the profession-
alism of its members.
What is Professionalism?

The Kcrr and Woodward repots, which were
backed by the Parliament, announced that Service
people were professionals in the accepted sense
of the word, and made use of a historic and
dignified phrase 'the Profession of Arms'. How
many of us paused to ask what this meant? The
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary describes 'pro-
fession' as: 'A vocation in which a professed know-
ledge of some depar tment of learning is used in its
application to the affairs of othersor in the practice
of an art founded upon it ' . Webster says: The
occupation, if not purely commercial, mechanical
or agricultural or the like, to which one devotes
oneself; a calling in which one professes to have
acquired some special knowledge used by way
either of ins t ruc t ing , guiding or advising others or
of serving them in some act, as the profession of
Page 4 Journal of the Australian Naval institute

arms, of teaching, of chemist.' How do we measure
up against these definitions? If we are sure that we
satisfy the descriptions, and if we accept other
meanings from my dictionary, (eg vocation=moral
duty , devote=dedicate, calling=strong impulse to-
wards a du ty) , then it could be said tha t , on the
whole, we come out reasonably well, but perhaps
most of us could suggest some room for improve-
ment , if not for each of us as ind iv idua ls t hen per-
haps for those around us! The qualities which
should separate us from the 'purely commercial,
technical and agricultural ' are those wi th q u a i n t
old names like dedication, selflessness, commit-
ment to service, and loyalty.

There are two immediate problems facing us: to
make sure we are professional and to make others
outside the Service aware of the fact. There are
many ways in which we can enhance the qua l i t i e s
inherent in the definitions quoted above. To name
but a few, we can ensure that we are good at our
own jobs by keeping up to date and by practice;
second, we can seek every opportunity for fu r ther
education both inside and outside the Service to
broaden our knowledge and understanding; third,
we can widen our circle of friends and acquaintances
outside the Service and make ourselves understood
by them; f o u r t h , in our dealings with civil ian Public
Servants we can ensure that we have got our facts
right and that our arguments arc not based upon
subjectivity or jealousy, then fight for what is r ight ;
fifth, in talking with politicians, we can seek to im-
press them that we recognise and value the pr imacy
of the civilian as vested in the Parliament, tha t we
expect them to make the decisions and be account-
able for them, but that we are not poli t ical pawns
whose advice can be ignored; sixth, we must show
that , while we may be experts in management we
also understand the difference, and the need for it,
between management and leadership.
How Professional Are We?

Let's look at ourselves and our messmates to
see if we portray the sort of image tha t is, I hope,
beginning to take shape in this article. Are we as
proficient technically as we should be? Could we,
say, put forward sound arguments, in the context



of national development, foreign affairs and defence,
about why Australia should have a carrier, or more
destroyers, or even a Navy? If a civilian asks for a
good book on maritime strategy, could we think
of one, or give him one, or quote from one? Would
we recommend, wholeheartedly, the RAN as a
career for our favourite son? Do we devote enough
time to the interests of our juniors, or to the sup-
port of our seniors? Do we bemoan our lack of
tertiary education yet make no effort to organize
something for ourselves? Do we blame all the
wrongs on 'them' without making constructive
suggestions? Do we abuse Public Servants rather
than try to understand them?

Opposite Influences
We will certainly have to be truly professional if

the RAN is to retain its character. The words 'pro-
fession' and 'defence' have recently attracted
various connotations, many of them undesirable.
Some factions of public opinion, notably the cynics,
the pacifists, the cowards and the pleasure-seekers,
cast aspersions upon patriotism, armed services,
loyalty, elitism, rank and privilege. It is difficult to
'hold fast to the faith and to that which is good'
when the insidious or blatant influence of the
knockers envelopes us via the press, television,
radio, and the words of academics, left wing poli-
ticians, perhaps our neighbours or even our families.
It is not easy to feel wanted when we hear of 'no
war for the next fifteen years' and when we ex-
perience cutbacks in manpower and delays in get-
ting new equipment. Industrial strife, or plain
sloppy workmanship, have effects upon ships and
men which give rise to feelings of disgust and des-
pair at being let down by the very people who have
expected, and may in future expect, us to put our
lives at risk for them. Publicised resignations by
senior officers may affect our steadfastness of pur-
pose and give us gnawing doubts about our own
careers. We may worry about the way in which the
lop leadership of the Service has become buried to
an extent in an amorphous bureaucratic department
wherein the greater part of the planning and budget-
ting, and most of the important decisions, appear
to be in the hands of people who, whatever their
devotion, industry and experience, are not Service
officers; they are not accountable for their mistakes
and decisions, or lack of decisions, by death in
combat or by court martial.

Recent years have seen increases in pay and
allowances and some improvements in conditions
of service designed to make the Serviceman content,
but we would all be happier if it was understood
that comfort alone is not what we need; we would
rather get our satisfaction through knowing that

we are necessary and effective, that our time and
exertion aie well spent and even that our efforts
are appreciated.

Well meaning busybodies have tried to impose
upon us new-look innovations meant to improve
our lot but which in fact could erode the very roots
of Naval responsibility and discipline, and could
undermine seriously our foundations. The Defence
Ombudsman is now in being; trade unions have not
yet gone into uniform. Neither would be necessary
if we did our jobs properly.
So What?

So far, I have tried to describe professionalism
in the Navy and the need for it, and to list some of
the influences which oppose the maintenance of
that professionalism. In brief, we can do something
about our professionalism and our future, but we
must be very good at our jobs, we must under-
stand how and why we fit into the scheme of things,
we must believe in ourselves and the Navy and we
must advertise ourselves.
The Naval Institute

This brings me at last to the point of this article.
The birth of the Australian Naval Institute, and of
this Journal, come at a very appropriate time. I
have suggested that, if we are of any value to our
society, nobody will ever realise it until we under-
stand thoroughly ourselves and our chosen way of
life. Our corporate strength derives from our own
teamwork and mutual respect. I hope we can all
see what a significant role the Institute and its
Journal have to play in fostering and nourishing
our professionalism; should they founder it may
only be because we just aren't good enough. Let
us use the pages of the Journal as a forum for dis-
cussion and argument; don't just sit in the mess
and complain that nobody will listen to us, that
we don't have the chance to discuss the vital issues,
that everybody five years older is senile, that the
Navy is too conservative . . . etc. Let us realize that
They' is 'We', and get on with it. Let us take up
our pens and write; take time to clear our minds
of some of those pent-up ideas previously frustrated
by overwork, lack of eloquence and laziness. And
if we don't agree with an article, or its sentiments,
or if we support somebody's ideas and want to add
our two bob's worth to the discussion, it can only
strengthen the Insti tute and its members, and help
the Editor, if we put the thoughts on paper and
submit them for publishing.

Let us be t r u l y professional, use the Journal to
convince each other that we are, then share this
knowledge with those who need to know-which is
everybody. And, by the way, join the Inst i tu te and
get our friends to do the same!

-Slingshot
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Australia's Maritime Trade:
The Problem of Defence

BY CAPTAINN. RALPH, D.S.C., RAN

An address to the Australian Naval Institute, Canberra, 30th March, 1976

Introduction
The importance of maritime trade to national

economies varies according to the degree of self-
sufficiency of the country concerned. On one hand
the economies of UK and Japan have a precarious
dependence on trade; on the other the economy of
the USSR has a very limited requirement for trade.
However no country can fully realize economic
potential unless she trades competitively in world
markets. The degree to which economic potential
is realized determines the standard of living of the
people, political influence abroad and inter alia,
the level of the country's defence. There is no
military strength for Australia except on the basis
of economic strength and it is on this basis that we
best ensure the security of the country.

The purpose of this paper is to indicate the im-
portance of maritime trade to Australia and suggest
its sensitivities to external factors which might have
implications for defence. This should be the first
step in a series of studies which other Inst i tute
members might take up in the interests of achieving
a greater public awareness of the defence problems
of Australia.

The scope of this paper is as follows:
a. A description of the current na ture and pat tern

of Australia's maritime trade.
b. Discussion of some implications of any disrup-

tion to this trade.
c. An outline of the general nature and movement

of shipping engaged in Australia's trade.
d. A summary of the inherent sensitivities of this

trade to factors which might have implications
for defence.

Pattern of Australia's Maritime Trade
Australia is a major trading nation and in terms

of total value of trade it ranks Kith in the world.
Expressed as a percentage of GDP, Australia's trade
is around 30% which is above that "or Japan and US.

From the early years of settlement Australian
production of primary commodities including min-
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erals, has been heavily export oriented,particularly
to UK. In the case of manufacturing industries the
comparatively small domestic market acts as a
restriction on economies of scale which modern pro-
duction techniques require. Consequently partici-
pation in international trade is of fundamental im-
portance to the Australian economy. Imports have
been an essential input to sustained growth and
diversification of the economy and to finance such
imports, exports must grow at a similar rate.

Imports
Imports have increased almost 5-fold over the

last 20 years, s t imulated by strong economic growth,
a high rate of population growth, industrial devel-
opment and rising incomes. The main groups into
which exports may be generally classsified are:
a. Producers materials (material for manufacturing

industry) 44% of imports
b. Producers capital equipment (machinery) 18%
c. Transport equipment 7% increasing
d. Finished consumer goods 24% increasing
e. Fuel 3% increasing
f. Other 5%

THE AUTHOR
Captain Neil Ralph wasborn in Melbourne in 1932.

He joined the RAN in 1952 as an aircrew trainee
and later qualified as an observer in the Fleet Air
Arm. After service in 808 and 724 All Weather
Fighter Squadrons he started pilot training in 1958
and was subsequently posted to 805 AWF (Sea
Venom) Squadron. Shortly after he was posted to
UK lor helicopter ASW training and returned to
Australia with the new Wessex 31A in 1961. After
service in 725 and 817 Helo ASW squadrons in
Albatross anil Melbourne, then sea service in HMAS
Anzac, he was appointed in command of the first
RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam '67-68. This was
followed by service in HMAS Yarra, a year at
RAAF Staff College, then Executive Officer of
HMAS Sydney. He became very interested in mari-
time trade during a 2"^ year posting on the Direct-
ing Staff of the Royal Naval Staff College at Green-
wich in CK. '71-73. After a year at HMAS Albatross
as Cmdr (Air) in 1974 he was promoted Captain
and took up his present appointment as Director of
Naval Training.



The growth of the industrial sector has to a large
extent led to increased import demand for pro-
ducers' capital equipment and producers materials
and these now account for over 62% of total im-
ports, a proportion significantly higher than 20
years ago.

Imports of finished consumer goods have rough-
ly kept pace with the overall growth of imports
and consumer demand while fuel's share to total
imports has decreased considerably, largely reflect-
ing increased self-sufficiency.

Over the last 20 years substantial changes have
occurred in the sources of Australia's imports. The
UKs share of our imports has fallen from 49% to
14%. US (22%) replaced UK as leading supplier in
66-67. ASIA (34%) and EEC (13%) have increased
their share of Australian import markets. (West
Germany is leading source from EEC).

Exports
Australia's export trade remains dependent to a

large extent on farm products despite the growing
contribution of mining products and manufactures.
Seasonal influence on agricultural production and
the often sharp variations in world commodity
prices have resulted in heavy fluctuations in Aus-
tralia's export earnings. For example, in 1972-73
the volume of wool exports fell by 5% while the
value rose 96% above the previous year.

The diversification of exports has been a prin-
cipal objective of Australian export policy in the
post-war years. In the late 1940's farm products
accounted for just under 90% of Australia's export
earnings, whereas today, they account for around
52%.

The steady growth in exports of manufactures
has been partly responsible for the reduced propor-
tion of farm products, but in recent years exports
of mining products have played the major role. In
1953-54, exports of mining products were valued
at $102m.,or 6% of total exports. By 1973-74, ex-
ports of mining products accounted for 24% of
total exports and stood at $ 1,607m. Since 1963-64,
exports of manufactures have increased from 11%
to 20% of total exports.

The relative importance of the United Kingdom
as an export outlet for Australia has reduced con-
siderably over the last two decades, falling from
36% in 1953-54 to 7% in 1973-74. Both ASIA (from
17% to 49%) and the Americas (from 9% to 15%)
have greatly increased their shares of the Australian
export market, especially over the last 10 years.
Japan became Australia's major export market in
1966-67 and now takes 31% of all our exports.
The United States has raised its share from 7% in
1953-54 to 11% in 1973-74. However, in contrast

to the pattern of import growth, the share of the
EEC in Australia's exports has fallen, from 23%
to 10%.

Oil
Because of the pervasive importance of this

commodity, oil should be considered separately.
We have seen that oil imports are currently com-
paratively small and local production provides over
70% of the requirement. However as is generally
known, to whatever level local production may
reach, we will continue to have a requirement for
heavy ME crudes for use in heavy industry.

Already there is a tendency for imports to
increase again and the areas of increase are mainly
in bituminous products (increase of 64%) heavy
lubricants (34.2%) and heavy fuel oil (34%) fuel
(11%).

The main sources of our imports of crude oil
refined product are:

KUWAIT is lead supplier 27% of total
BAHRAIN 13.3
SAUDI ARABIA 17.1
IRAQ 11.1
SINGAPORE 10.6
The trend to increase imports of oil from the

ME will continue as consumption in Australia
decreases and local sources reduce output. A reliable
forecast for 1984-5 expects consumption to have
risen by 75% over 75-76 figures. Australian oil
sources will be able to supply only a small fraction
of the requirement by that time. We become again
precariously dependant upon ME sources.

To summarise the nature and direction of our
maritime trade we find that:

a. The leve! of imports has risen enormously al-
though the composition has not markedly
changed. There is a tendency to import more
finished consumer goods, which indicates:
(1) Increased affluence
(2) Production costs of similar products in Aus-

tralia are probably higher in many cases
owing to higher wage costs

(3) Balancing trade with Japan
b. The composition of exports has changed con-

siderably the minerals and manufactures are
now balancing the rural export levels.

c. The source of imports and the destination of
exports are now oriented strongly toward Asia
and the Americas.

d. The importation of oil fuel will increase marked-
ly over the next 5-8 years, with ME becoming
the major source.
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Implications of Disruption to Maritime Trade
The change in our major trading partners has

brought about fundamental changes in Foreign
Policy and by implication, Defence Policy.

Disruptions to trade can be caused in a number
of ways, from trade blocks to blockades, from
shortages at source to blackmail from source,
political/economic duress or denial of use of trade
routes.
Earlier we looked at the general nature and source

of imports and, now to try to assess some of the
effects of shortages caused by disruption, we need
to look more closely at both. Firstly the composi-
tion of imports. We could probably do without
many of the items which were included in the
groupings mentioned earlier.

In researching this subject considerable difficulty
was experienced in establishing which items were
essential to the economy. Import Licences, long
since abolished would provide this information.
The Department of Overseas Trade apparently
attempted to establish import excise essentiality
on the basis of the amount of duty imposed on
items, i.e. if the item had llh% duty or less it indi-
cated that the item was not available locally and
therefore a degree of essentiality applied to it.
Judged by this criteria 63% of imports were essential.
This is obviously too high.

The short list which follows indicates those
items with an idea of comparative value which are
suggested as essential to a nucleus economy.

$M .
Crude Rubber 43.0
Wood 110.4
Petroleum and associated products 376.6
Organic chemicals 153.6
Plastic materials 145.2
Tyres 59.1
Newsprint and other paper products 167.4
Iron and steel 213.5
Calculators, computers etc. 341.1
Machinery 584.6
Aircraft Parts (excluding engines) 222.8
Professional, scientific and optical goods 111.8

Total this list 2585.7
Total all imports (74-75) 6085.0

This works out to be about half the current imports
although obviously some reduction in quantity
could be accepted. However we must also have
regard to unemployment caused by shortages and
the consequential strain on a nucleus economy to
provide the social support expected. Additionally
trading relations could be damaged in cases where
Australia could not meet export commitments and
alternative sources established e.g. iron ore for
Japan from Siberia.
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There are some items which are imported and
are absolutely essential to the manufacturing pro-
cess:
a. petroleum coke
b. some ferrous alloys
c. caustic soda for making aluminium
d. graphite.

To try to trace the precise levels of essential im-
ports will require a great deal of research. The un-
employment caused by shortages might be the best
means to measure the effect. In broad terms, res-
trictions on finished manufactures (which are all
consumer oriented-motor cars, transistor radios,
colour TV etc) should not make too great an
impact on the economy. Some unemployment in
the retail industry will result and prices will rise as
a result of the shortage.

Industry in Australia would however suffer con-
siderably. As we have seen, industry relies to a con-
siderable extent on imports of heavy machinery
and producers materials. The shortage of producers
materials will be the first felt—in the manufacture
of plastics and plastic components and tools, to
name a few areas. There will be a significant in-
crease in unemployment in the manufacturing
industry which is the largest single employer in the
Australian work-force.

Probably the greatest single effect will occur in
the mining of minerals. Almost all of the heavy
equipment and tyres are imported owing to the
specialised and complex nature of the equipment.
Output will probably reduce to a fraction as
current equipment is not replaced. The effect
would be significant in 12 months.

Again, it is difficult to make a precise judge-
ment on the real effect of the economy of a reduc-
tion in imports of oil but as we have seen we will
become dependent on overseas supply of oil and
the greater the dependence the greater the conse-
quences. As an indication of the effects of oil restric-
tions in the current situation, the following un-
employment would probably result.

10% reduction in supply - 85000 workers
15% reduction in supply - 128000 workers
20% reduction in supply - 171000 workers

A serious effect would of course be the reduction
in our ability to trade.

Restrictions on the import of finished manufac-
tures should not greatly harm the economy. Re-
ductions in mineral output will occur if the special-
ized mining equipment is not imported. Reductions
in import of producers' capital equipment and
materials will have very large and penetrating effects
on the economy, unemployment being not the least
effect. The consequences of reductions in level of
oil imports will increase considerably from now on.



Domestic Trade
In looking at trade generally we cannot afford

to overlook interstate trade. Much of our industry
depends upon the movement of large amounts of
cargo around the Australian coast.
For example:

Steel Making
- iron and coal is moved in considerable

quantities
Aluminum

- with exisiting industry location, bauxite,
alumina and aluminium metal must be moved.

Petroleum
with the bulk of our domestic oil produced in
Bass Strait we again face a national transport
need.

Nickel
- although nickel is mined and refined in
Western Australia its main use is in New
South Wales.

Sugar
- to cite one example basic sugar refining is

undertaken in northern New South Wales
and Queensland only. It is a bulk cargo norm-
ally handled by sea and if this is not available,
there may not be sufficient railway or road
facilities to meet the tonnage.

An inter-related example of domestic and
national trade in the production of alumina. Cur-
rently we are exporting to Japan large quantities
of salt which is used in part for the production of
caustic soda essential to the domestic refining of
bauxite.

Regional Commitments
In time of war for reasons other than the war-

effort itself, we must consider supporting the econ-
omics of neighbouring countries. For example,
there is a close trade relationship between Australia
and New Zealand and a certain degree of economic
integration. In times of tension it will be important
to maintain existing trade relationships. We would
continue to import maximum possible quantities
of pulp, newsprint and timber from New Zealand
to support the New Zealand economy. Similarly
with exports, New Zealand is reliant on Australia
for items such as: petroleum products, copper,
iron and steel and aluminium.

For reasons of morale and also to maintain the
PNG economy we should maintain imports from
PNG of: coffee, tea, cocoa, vegetable oil, in addi-
tion to rubber which would be of strategic interest
in war.

Papua New Guinea generally relies on Australia
for a large part of its import requirements. Without
these and in the absence of alternative suppliers
PNG might be in difficulties.

General Nature and Movement of Trade Shipping
It is convenient to consider trade shipping under

the 2 main groupings: (a) overseas (b) coastal.
Overseas shipping comprises 2 main groups: (a)

bulk (b) general cargo.

Overseas/Bulk Shipping
We are all aware of the nature of bulk ships—

they vary in size from 500 tons to 500,000. Gen-
erally their economic speed is 17 knots or less.
According to their size there are restrictions to the
ports they can use, the routes they can use and
their use of the Panama and Suez Canals. The size
of bulk ships grew tremendously after the closure
of the Suez.

In Australian trade bulk ships are used in the
transport of oats, wheat, coal, bauxite, salt, sugar
and oil. The most intense traffic is from the West
Australian iron ore ports of: Dampier, Hedland
and Walcott. Most of this traffic goes to Japan via
Ombai and Lombok Straits. There is an average of
3 ships loaded in each port every 2 days and the
traffic between Australia and Japan comprises
about 8 ships, 4 northbound and 4 southbound in
every 400 mile stretch. In all there are 30 bulk ore
carriers between Japan and Australia in transit at
any one time.

Other bulk shipping exports from Western Aus-
tralia occur mostly out of Fremantle which exports
grain to Asia and the Middle East, Alumina and
mineral sands. Combined with the iron ore and salt
traffic further north, there is a considerable flow
of overseas bulk ships operating on the west coast
of Australia, and now bulk operations on the east
coast.

Bulk carriers operate extensively out of Weipa
and Gladstone in Qld. More than 5 million tons of
bauxite is shipped overseas annually from Weipa
and another 5 million shipped to Australian alum-
inium plants at Gladstone and Bellbay in Tasmania.
Bulk carriers in and out of Gladstone ship out 7%
million tons of coal and 2 million tons of alumina
annually, while delivering 4H million tons of baux-
ite. Much of the exported bulk cargo goes to Japan.
Hay Point, another Qld. port near McKay, exports
8& million tons of coal annually.

Coal is bulk carried from both Newcastle and
Port Kembla, IVi million tons from Newcastle and
3& million tons from Port Kembla, to overseas
ports, again mostly to Japan.

Other East Coast bulk exports are sugar from
McKay, Lucinda and Bundaberg. Liquified petrol-
eum gas is shipped to Japan from Westernport. Bulk
wheat is shipped from Adelaide, Sydney, Newcastle,
Brisbane and Geelong in Victoria, Geelong being
the largest wheat shipper in Australia.
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Bulk imports into Australia occur at some of the
ports mentioned but not nearly at the same level.
Caustic soda and petroleum coke, fertilisers, sul-
phur and liquid chemicals are the main bulk imports
and of course oil. Most bulk ships therefore arrive
in ballast.

Oil from the super-tankers is received at: Adel-
aide, Geelong, Altona, Westernport, Kurnell and
Brisbane. Refined products are then distributed
around Australia by sea excepting that Darwin and
ports in NW Australia receive refined products
direct from Singapore.

General Cargo
The general cargo vessels group comprises mainly:

a. Container ships, the largest group being the Sea-
lane 41000 ton vessels which carry 2000 con-
tainers at over 30 knots.

b. Lash (Lighter Aboard Ship) which require mini-
mum port facilities. The number of these ships
will grow but will not approach anything like
the number of container ships. Speeds about
23 knots.

c. Hybrids-specially designed according to parti-
cular trade but carry both containers and hold
cargo. Roll on roll off, etc.

d. Hold cargo-used for smaller operations.
Overseas operations usually are organised

through conferences. There is the: Australian Euro-
pean Conference, Australian North Bound Confer-
ence (East Aisa, Japan, Korea etc), Australian -
American Conference.

Container ships are handled only at ports where
loading and unloading facilities are available. In
Australia this restricts their movement to the major
ports in the capital cities. The trend has therefore
been to centralise cargo handling and concentrates
this shipping on Sydney, Melbourne and Fremantle.
New container complexes are planned for Adelaide
and Westernport.

Other overseas general cargo ships operate in
and out of capital city ports but take on cargo at
some regional ports. Ships operating between Aus-
tralia and the Pacific Islands are generally small
vessels and are frequent callers at regional ports.

The volume of overseas trade passing through
Australian ports as a percentage of trade is: Sydney
33% (including Port Kembla and Newcastle), Mel-
bourne 16.5% (including Geelong and Westernport),
Fremantle 15.2%, and N.W. Austral ia 35.3%. (30%
of this trade flows east to America, 30% Europe
and elsewhere and 40% to Asia.)

The general picture of overseas trade traffic is a
very active one, involving bulk and container ships,
and numerous smaller cargo vessels. There are ap-
proximately 10,600 ship arrivals from overseas each
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year with cargo. The movement of shipping to and
from Australian ports carrying this trade is consider-
able. The following figures are inward arrivals at the
ports shown for 74-75 (includes coastal):

Sydney Port Jackson 3264
(5809) Botany Bay 371

Port Kembla 813
Newcastle 1361

Melbourne Port Melbourne 2631 (1516o/s 115
coastal)

Geelong 429 (291 o/s 138
coastal)

Westernport 405 (161 o/s 244
coastal)

Fremantle 1804
Q'land Brisbane 1304 (946 o/s 358

coastal
Maryborough 14
Bundaberg 96
Gladstone 430
Rockhampton 78 Kirma 358
Hay Point 157 Thurs. Is. 109
McKay 221
Bowen 27 (Total 3910)
Townsville 489
Lucinda 65
Innisfail 27
Cairns 477
Cape Flattery 58

The picture is further characterised by the con-
centration of much of this shipping through Lom-
bok, Ombai and Jomard Straits to the north of
Australia.

Coastal Trade
Approximately 5% of freight carried in Austral ia

is carried by coastal shipping. However although
this is small it is of major importance as the sea
freight cannot be relocated by other means. The
shipping involved comprises the smaller general
cargo type, bulk oil and ore carriers. Torres Strait
is important to the movement of bauxite from
Weipa, the limiting depth of Torres is 36 feet and
the channel is of course very narrow. Also the iron
ore carriers from *he NW ports return to the NW
having delivered their cargoes to the steelworks at
Westernport, Port Kembla and Newcastle. Ships
like Mt. Newman of 119,000 tons, Anlych Castle
109,000 tons, Iron Sirius and Iron Summers take
passage westward in ballast through Torres.

Sensitivities of Australian Trade
Through a rather long course through Australia's

maritime trade we have established that Austral ian
manufacturing industry is a very significant importer
of both capital machinery and materials. Much of
this comes from the Americas and Europe. Manu-
facturing industry is an increasing component of
the base of the Australian economy and the econ-



omy's health is proportional to the level of manu-
facturing industry. Shortages in manufacturing
materials and equipment will first manifest itself in
unemployment, and cause all of the social problems
associated with unemployment.

We pay for our imports by exporting rural pro-
ducts, minerals and some manufactured goods.
Rural products tend to be seasonal but mineral ex-
port is continuous at a considerable rate. Reductions
in export earnings from minerals means a balance
of payments problem which is either solved by
using reserves or reducing imports. Probably the
import of finished manufactures could be reduced
without significant impact. The direct rate of un-
employment arising out of reduced mining would
not be significant. The greatest impact of reduc-
tions in trade will be a reduction in the standard of
living which the older members of the community
might accept but the young people of today who
take current standards as the normal would find
reduction in these standards as something to
protest volubly about. Domestic chaos would
result if there was disruption to trade.

The success of our maritime trade is currently
geared to the success of the Japanese and American
economies. Should difficulties in trading arise with
either, Australian trade and therefore the economy
would suffer. Difficulties in diplomatic relation-
ships between Australia and her trading partners
are unlikely to arise in the foreseeable future.
Problems may however arise from our dependence
upon Japan as an export market because of the
closer proximity of mineral deposits in China and
Siberia. In this event the Australian economy would
seriously suffer as alternative markets of the mag-
nitude would be difficult to find. Furthermore the
economic relationships made between Japan and
her neighbours may strongly influence political
relationships which might have implications for
the continuing security of South East Asia. Disrup-
tion in oil supplies to Japan from the Middle East
is more likely to upset Japanese and Australian
trade. Without the current and the increased oil
flows required to maintain Japanese industry its
requirement for Australian raw materials would
reduce. The supply of oil from the ME to Australia
will increase from now on and in a few years we
may be precariously dependent on this source.
There are very real and distinct disadvantages in
being in this situation.

The shipping which carries our main trade to
Japan routes through the strategic straits of Lorn-

bok, Ombia and Jomard. Unavailability of these
routes would have considerable consequences for
the conduct of this trade. Similarly Torres Strait
is important to coastal trade—mostly for the move-
ment of bauxite to Gladstone and Bell Bay. Ship-
ping by sea is the only means of moving bauxite
from Weipa.

Because of the scale and expense of constructing
and operating specialised cargo terminals, Australian
cargo movement is limited mainly to 3 ports, Syd-
ney, Melbourne and Fremantle. Whilst in a defence
context this may be an advantage, an aggressor may
also see advantages in it for him. Oil refineries are
more dispersed but a reduction in the supply to
any one could dislocate the industry.

The volume of shipping involved in Australian
trade is considerable. There are nearly 15,000
inward movements to Australian ports each year,
with a peculiar mix of dispersal and concentration
in the total disposition.

Conclusion
Maritime trade is essential to continued Aus-

tralian prosperity and therefore basic to the deter-
mination of all Government options including
defence. It must therefore be adequately protected.
The present nature and pattern of Australian mari-
time trade is largely dependent upon:
a. The continued pace and growth of the economies

of trading partners.
b. The maintenance and growth of existing trade

relationships at least until Australia can diversify
export markets.

c. Continued freedom of the sea lanes.
d. Stability in international relations to ensure a, b

and c.
The problem for defence includes consideration

of:
a. The amount of shipping involved in Australian

trade.
b. The dispersal of shipping around Australia.
c. Concentration of snipping on a few main ports.
d. The strategic importance of straits in the estab-

lished shipping lanes and the lack of options.
e. The varying speeds of merchant ships.

Australia has yet considerable trade potential to
realize and there is no doubt that maritime trade
will increase further. The types of ships is not likely
to vary much in the foreseeable future but the
numbers involved obviously will. Increased diversi-
fication of trade will mean more use of more sea-
lanes, adding to the problem of defence.
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I was there when...
Cyprus Patrol Incident

October 1959. Instances of violence between
Greeks and Turks in the island of Cyprus were
beginning to decrease. There was talk in the air of
a negotiated peace settlement, and of independence
for the troubled colony. Nevertheless, British troops
kept tight control ashore, while the Royal Navy
maintained an unrelenting patrol to stop gunrunners
and illegal entry.

This story starts with a British destroyer steam-
ing purposefully towards the end of her four day
patrol . . . 30 minutes, 6 miles, to go. Then, off the
run for a precious 2 days' stand-down: a sports
carnival with the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in the local
garrison; jolly picnics with the staff of the British
Army hospital; sailing, swimming, skindiving and
general gaiety. Throughout the ship the atmosphere
was buoyant, cheerful, full of anticipation. Then -
crunch! An immediate signal from Commodore,
Cyprus: 'Army reports darkened ship grid reference
123456 course East, speed medium.' Proceed with
all despatch and investigate.' When the position was
plotted, it turned out to be 3 hours' steaming away.
So 'hard a port, ring on 25 knots, boarding party
will be required at 0030' -and so much for our
cherished hopes. Never mind, at least we could
finish off the patrol with a swift arrest, made pos-
sible by smooth Army/Navy co-operation.

My first inkling that all was not well came when
I awoke from a doze in a wardroom chair at 0045.
Seeing the assortment of gaiters, pouches, pistols
and webbing hanging on me reminded me that I
was in charge of the boarding party and that we
should have been ready fifteen minutes ago. I got
the rest of the party mustered and also checked on
the seaboats crew and lowerersof the watch on deck,
then went up to the bridge, trying to show a proper
mixture of nonchalance and efficiency. Going to
the bridge was a mistake; the Captain was berserk
because the suspected vessel couldn't be found,
the boarding party wasn't ready and he was missing
his run ashore. I cowered in a dark corner.
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Just then a small radar contact was detected five
miles away-nothing visual on the bearing there fore
it must be a darkened smuggler. With some feeling
of relief we started the usual routine i.e., creep up
on him, darkened and silent, drop the seaboat,
illuminate with the 20 inch signal projector, cover
him with the 40mm, then board and search. With
the confidence born of experience, tradition, train-
ing and familiarity we slipped into the drill.

'Away boarding party.' We, and the Turkish
Cypriot policeman, clambered into the seaboat;
quiet, efficient orders from the bridge; quiet oaths
as people stubbed their toes, ran into each other
and tripped over their weapons in the pitch black
night. 'Lower the seaboat to the waterline.' 1
noticed that we were suspended some five feet
above the waterline but , before I could comment,
the First Lieutenant staggered onto the upper deck
yawning and rubbing his eyes, took in the darkened
scene on instinct and ordered 'Slip'. Down, down,
down we fell before hitting the sea with a wallop
then shearing away on our errand, our helmets
knocked off and bones jarred by the impact. When
we were 50 yards away, the Petty Officer noticed
that the policeman, who had definitely been in the
boat at the davit head, was missing so we turned
back towards the ship. There we found him, clutch-
ing his lifeline, swinging five feet above water,
scared out of his wits, al ternately swearing and
praying, determined never to let go. We had to
knock him off the lifeline into the bottom of the
boat, where he was gagged and sat upon.

Having overcome all setbacks, we cut under the
stern and followed the instructions passed via the
portable radio. Check equipment, check webbing,
assume a fierce expression. On came the searchlight.
Standing starkly in the beam stood our target for
tonight-one large fishing buoy, with a radar
reflector and three bored sea gulls. It was suggested
that at least we shoot the seagulls, but we decided
that would not be British. But no smuggler, no
infiltrator, not even a cache of weapons under
the buoy, let alone a full fish trap. Back to the
ship, hoist away, and all that sort of thing-Board-
ing Officer report to the bridge. The Captain, smart-
ing from the anti climax, was busy suggesting to
the First Lieutenant, Navigator,OOW and me, ways
in which our performance could be improved when
he was interrupted by the second anti climax, in
the form of a fresh signal thrust into his hand.

'Immediate from Commodore Cyprus. Disregard
my last Army now assess that vessel reported was
RN destroyer and regret that grid reference was
garbled.' We didn't need an operations research
expert to point out to us that the first contact
reported had been of ourselves. D J.M
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Rotating valves?
Pulse converters?
Two piece pistons?
Water cooled valve seats?
Pressure lubricated valve guides?
Not really - we've been building them this way for
years. Mirrlees Blackstone diesels provide power up
to 600 bhp per cylinder and in 6 to 16 cylinder form.
Our designs embody the most modern features there
are - that's why our engines have been operating
successfully for years - all over the world - generating
power on land - powering vessels at sea. Proved
under the most arduous conditions - logging up a vast
number of hours between maintenance stops.
Propulsion and auxiliary engines 180 to 9,600 bhp.
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The Second Coming
I was there when we thought we were witnessing

the Second Coming. Cruising some miles off the
Vietnamese coast in deep water during Market-time
Operations, the look-out reported a man walking
on the water some distance off the starboard bow.
The OOW, obviously a free-thinker, frantically
searched his chart for sand-bars while the curious
faithful gathered to gaze in awe at this wonder of
the millenium. As the ship cautiously approached
our ambulatory dharma, a secular explanation be-
came apparent to our incredulous eyes: he was a
fisherman tending his nets, and his locomotion was
achieved by shuffling through the water a mat of
woven fronds just below the surface and just out
of sight from any distance. It was an extraordinary
phenomenon and the padre was later able to deliver
an inspired sermon, singling out the look-out for
his piety and the OOW for his scepticism. DJC

The Fleet had been exercising in the Coral Sea
in hot sunny weather for about a week. As a result
the fair-skinned Captain of an open bridge destroyer
had his face burnt bright red. He was called along-
side the Flagship to get mail before being detached.
As the line came over the Admiral made a signal:
Flag: 'Why is the Captain of —blushing?'.
Destroyer: 'At my age it's just hot flushes'.

The Fleet Commander, with the Fleet Communi-
cations Officer (FCO) in attendance, was conduct-
ing officer-of-the-watch manoeuvres. One ship
reacted very slowly to a particular flag hoist and
took a painfully long time to achieve new station.
The following conversation took place on the Flag
bridge:
FCO: 'Suggest Negative Bravo Zulu1 to ship —,

Sir.'
Fleet Commander: 'Who is their OOW?'
FCO: 'Sub-Lieutenant —, Sir'. (Names already

signalled at beginning of serial)
Fleet Commander: 'No. That is an unnecessary

signal to a Sub-Lieutenant. Everything done by
a Sub-Lieutenant is Negative Bravo Zulu unless
he is told otherwise.'

1. Negative Bravo Zulu means "not well done".
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Seaking Recovery Operation
November 1975

BY CAPTAIN J. A. ROBERTSON, RAN

This paper was presented by Captain J. A. Robertson at the Sydney Chapter meeting
on 10th December, 1975.

Background
A Seaking ditched in the Shoalhaven Bight just

before 2100 on Tuesday 21st October 1975. The
crew got out without injury but the aircraft sank
fairly quickly. To the non-aviator this raises some
questions about the boat hull shape of the Seaking,
but my understanding is that the value of it is
limited by sea conditions, and it is effective only
with the main rotor still turning. At all events, the
incident occurred because of a massive loss of lubri-
cating oil in the main gearbox and it was necessary
to shut down the engines and ditch. In addition
the sea and swell was running at about 2 to 3
metres when it settled on the surface, and it over-
turned after a few seconds, probably because a
rotor blade hit the water.
Location Phase

Snipe and TRV 802 were given the task of
locating the aircraft and they did so with some in-
genuity. The original position given to Snipe
produced no result until the Commanding Officer
of Snipe, Lieutenant Green, remembered that the
Wessex used to rescue the aircrew had been held
on NAS Nowra's radar as the recovery took place.
Snipe requested and was conned into position by
Nowra's radar to establish a datum. From a hydro-
graphic side-scanning sonaroperatedbyCommander
Calder in TRV 802, the aircraft was located in 210
feet of water, 500 yards from the datum. Droggies
sonar produced the picture shown on opposite page
on Sunday 26th October which not only identified
the aircraft positively, but also indicated its attitude.
Snipe's divers, using the standrad Navy Drager
equipment were limited to 170 feet but dived on
the position and from this limiting depth identified
the aircraft visually and grappled the wreck, attach-
ing lines to the aircraft winch. A minesweeping
buoy was then used to mark the position.
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Recovery
With the aircraft located it now became possible

to consider recovery. And there were good reasons
for making the attempt:

Firstly, to establish the cause of the accident;
Secondly, to recover as much of the aircraft

and its equipment as possible for re-use oper-
ationally, e.g. the dunking sonar, or for train-
ing; and

thirdly, it was possible, I understand from a
newspaper report, that a claim could possibly
be made on the manufacturer.

So there was enough at stake to warrant the
attempt. There were, however, some obvious diffi-
culties in both the diving and the salvage operations.
The first and most important was diving to 210
feet to attach lifting lines. To make this aspect
quite clear it is necessary to digress into some
factors concerning diving.
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Diving Problems
Diving is limited to 170 feet with Drager equip-

ment because it uses an enriched oxygen/nitrogen
mixture. If you dive deeper on enriched oxygen
you can get oxygen poisoning as it is forced into
the body under pressure. Normally this 170 foot
limit is more than sufficient for mine clearance
purposes and for hull searches, so that is why we
use it.

To go deeper there are a number of methods
available such as reverting to ordinary compressed
air, using oxygen/helium mixtures, or using an
articulated suit. Since the Navy is not into deep
diving as a policy we do not have either the hard
suit or the oxygen/helium equipment available.
The problems of using compressed air are twofold.
Firstly, nitrogen narcosis, that is to say, the biologi-
cal effect of nitrogen under pressure at depth, has
a similar effect to the narcotic effect of laughing
gas in the dentist's chair. In the inflated language
of journalism it is called rapture of the deep. The
second problem is that divers, on air, at depth,
need to be,staged to the surface so as to avoid the
bends. Bends occur when a too sudden ascent to
the surface allows the nitrogen in the blood to
expand into pockets of gas in remote ends of
blood vessels. The expanding gas compresses the
nerves and the result, if untreated, is a painful and
often fatal paralysis. To prevent it the diver is

brought back to sea level pressure slowly so that
the excess nitrogen in the blood can be purged
naturally from the system, and this is done either
by staging up from the bottom, or by using a
recompression chamber, and sometimes both.

I am sorry about that longwinded explanation
but it is essential to understand the effects these
matters had on our operation.

Recovery Task Unit Formed
The Navy equipment available was surface sup-

plied compressed air and our divers were not
current in using it at depths of 200 feet. It had
been used in the deep dives at Lake Eucumbene
some years ago but it was necessary for the Diving
Team to work up to deep diving again on compres-
sed air. The second problem was salvaging the air-
craft. How do you get it to the surface? And once
there, how do you get it out? We have no salvage
ships, and Kimbla, which is the nearest approach
we have, was about as far away from Sydney as
possible at that time. The submerged weight of a
Seaking was estimated at about 12000 Ibs while its
weight in air was probably between 15000 and
18000 Ibs and the only way Stalwart could lift the
bigger weight was by using the forecastle winch, or
by a spreader (made by the Fleet Maintenance
Unit) on one of the boat davits. The ships cranes
are limited to 3 tons except for one 6 ton crane.
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All these mat ters were discussed at a meeting at
Fleet Headquarters and the Fleet Commander
issued an Operation Order assigning Stalwart, Snipe,
Ibis, Brunei, CUT 1 and AWL 304 to a Task Unit ,
wi th a mission to recover the aircraft and transport
it to shore.

Stalwart was included to provide the Recom-
pression Chamber, and her medical facilities, and in
addit ion we had the invaluable support of Surgeon
Lieutenant Mackenzie of the School of Underwater
Medicine and his POMF.D, the Fleet MCDO, and
two avia t ion engineer officers. As indicated earlier,
Stalwart could also provide the necessary lift out
of the water . Ibis had its minesweeping winch and
echo sounder. Snipe had its mire hunting sonar,
winches, d iv ing supervision and diving expertise.
Brunei was available w i t h a 3 point moor for a
div ing p la t fo rm: the AWL was provided as an air-
c r a f t l i gh te r to carry the a i r c ra f t back to Jervis
Bay il we got it out of the w a l e r .
Phase I -Plans

On Fr iday m o r n i n g 31.si October a Staking was
tlown onboard Stalwart at Garden Island to allow
everyone concerned to look ai the aircraft and
famil iar i se themselves w i t h i i s f e a l u i c s .

Photoglyph.-, of the Seaking were taken at the
t i m e and v a t i o u s strong points for attaching lifting
l ines weie noted. Thai afternoon most of the un i t s
sailed and assembled in Juvis Bay on Saturday
1st Novcmhe i where u Seuking was embarked in
Stalwart lot use by the u n i t . This a i rc ra f t was sub-
sequently replaced w i l h a Wcssex.

A m e e t i n g of everyone concerned was held in
Stalwart. A l t h o u g h i n t e n t i o n s could he signalled in
general terms there were too many variables to be
able to say w i t h ce r t a in ty what would happen. We
operated on a pragmatic basis, one step at a time.
The ou t l i ne p lan was:
a. Stalwart to anchor ''2 mile from the Seaking

position on Saturday n igh t
b. Brunei to sail, anchoring to make a 3 point moor

over the wreck by 0500 Sunday.
c. /his, which was keeping a w a i c h on the marker

buoy at the salvage si te, to remain in the v ic in i ty
and he joined by Snipe at f irst light on Sunday
2nd November.

d AWL 304 to remain in J .B. ,jt 3 hours notice.
e. As soon as Hrunci was moored over the wreck

I he Diving Team was to begin diving. For the
J I O tool dives the divei would descend in a
m a i l e r of say 2 m i n u t e s , and would have to
lake 57 m i n u t e s to stage back to the surface. On
reaching the surface the diver was to be t rans-
lened back to Stalwart where he was to be
hoisted in by crane and left alongside the Recom-
piessiun Chambei u n t i l n wjs cer ta in that he

I'IIKI- I'' .luiiriia! Hi thi'Australian Nival Institute

was not going to suffer from bends. We did not
want a situation with one diver in the chamber
and a second one diving who might need to be
placed in it in a hurry, so, until the first diver
was clear, no instructions would be given for
the next diver to go down. You can see that for
five minutes effective work it was going to take
the best part of two hours at a minimum. What
was worse there would be at least an hour's wait
from when the diver finally finished his work
on the bottom un t i l he could be asked about
what he had achieved.

f. From there on the plans were deliberately vague
but the outline idea, having secured a line to
the rotor head was to l i f t the aircraft wi th flo-
ta t ion bags secured to 120 feet of 4" line. This
would bring the aircraf t to, say, 90 feet from
the bottom. From there it was intended that it
be towed into a depth of 170 feet or less, raised
by Snipe's winch to 40 feet for technical inspec-
tions, and then e i the r towed to shore, somewhere,
most l ikely Jervis Bay, or hoisted by Stalwart
and placed on the AWL The l a t t e r would
depend on getting a lift on the rotor head and
or the sea condit ions I t it was at all rough the
weight of the watei inside the aircraft hu l l was
liable to break up the a i r f ramc. Models were used
to test the geometry of moving an object the
si/.e of a Seaking.

Phase 1 -Events
Stalwart anchored as planned on Saturday n igh t .

At 0300 Sunday morning Brunei on leaving Jervis
Bay suggested the sea and swell looked unsui table
but she was instructed to continue to the salvage
site, and bv 0600 the weather had moderated suffi-
c ient ly to make !he a t t e m p t . Unfor tuna te ly on t r y -
ing lor her moor Brunei cut the line of the marker
buoy. Snipe was sent back into J.B. to change her
m i n e h u n t i n g sonar to relocate the wreck, while Ibis
and the embarked Seaking were used to try and
locate it with their echo sounder and sonar respect-
ively. They did this fa i r ly well and Ibis buoyed the
probable posit ion. While we waited for Snipe to
re tu rn and verify the position Ibis was used as a
tug to try and help position Brunei over the wreck,
but , after a couple of hours, it was clear t h a t moor-
ing Brunei as piecisely as we needed in open waters
was not practicable. Snipe r e l u m e d , verified the
a i rc ra f t position short ly a f te r 1600, and using t h e i r
grappl ing method, her divers le-marked the a i r c r a f t
a l ( a c h i n g the buoy line to the a i r c r a f t winch again.
After discarding the idea of using Brunei as a d iv ing
pla t form it wasdecided t h a t d ivng would be under -
taken from Gemini rai ts . But by the l ime all the
preparations had been made darkness was f a l l i n g



and the diving party only had time for a dry dri l l
run.

We planned for the first deep dive to begin at
first light about 0530 next morning. In fact it was
not unt i l 0935 that the first deep diver went in.
This is one lesson which we kept on learning. It
always takes much longer than you expect. After
he had been down 4 minutes he asked to be re-
covered. With staging we did not get him back u n t i l
1036. He was very cold and almost exhausted. The
current had caused him to use 350 feet of hose in
210 feet of water and he had not even seen the
aircraf t . Thank goodness for a real professional
who knew tha t his s i tuat ion was potent ia l ly danger-
ous and had the sense to come up.

We hoisted him in as previously arranged. (See
photographs).

And in about 20 minutes he started to experience
symptoms of decompression sickness. So he went
into the chamber with the Medics in at tendance.

He is shown coming out again in another photo.

He was all right then.
It w a s c l e a r t h a l surface supply equipment would

not be any good in the t idal condi t ions in the Shoal-
haven Bighl and approval was sought, and given, to
buy commercial self-contained compressed air
equipment F'our days l a t e r we reassembled in
Jcrvis Hay to try again wi th the new equipment

Phase 2—Events
The divers spend Friday the 7th working up

from Snipe while Ibis went off to check the buoy
and sort out the lines on the marker buoy at the
salvage site.

At first light on Saturday the 8th November
Stalwart, Snipe and Ibis were on the site ready for
another shot, but i t was not un t i l 1 1 1 6 that the
first deep diver had completed his time on the
bottom and started to ascend. A Drager f i t ted diver
was sent down to see what he had done and come
up with him. It was just as well, he needed his air
replaced at 60 feet and was put on pure oxygen at
20 feet.

The debrief was gloomy. He had suffered from
nitrogen narcosis; he had only been able to a t t a c h
a stray line to the aircraft tail wheel; he did not
th ink we could get a line on the rotor head, and
the v is ib i l i ty was poor.

The second deep diver that day only managed
to get the l i f t i n g strop to the vicinity of the star-
board wheel sponson. But the th i rd and last diver
for that day got a light l ine (2'/4") secured to the
forward picketting point and the lifting strop
secured to the starboard wheel sponson.

All the divers had suffered from nitrogen nar-
cosis to a greater or lesser ex ten t .

However our hopes were high that we would
raise the aircraft next day, Sunday 9th November,
using l if t ing bags on the two lines. We had given up
on the rotor head because it was inaccessible. Sun-
day was disappointing, the weather was get t ing
worse, all the divers were getting very tired from
being tossed around in Gemini rafts all day, and
diving, both deep and shallow Then, despite our
precautions, our second deep diver got decompres-
sion sickness. So we stopped for the day. On Monday
10th the weather improved and we set about a t t a c h -
ing a specially made T-bar to the 4" line on the
starboard sponson so as to take the 3 l i f t ing hags
which, inf la ted , would support 3000 Ibs each. To
make up the lift to 12000 Ibs a four th bag would
go on the 2W on the p icke t t ing point . At 0742
the first bag on the 4" popped to the surface soon
after it was in f l a t ed , ind ica t ing tha t ei ther the line
was not secured to the aircraft, as we had been
told, or it had come ad r i f t subsequently. Snipe
heaved in on ihe 4" to t i n d out if a n y t h i n g was on
the end, and at about 1000' it was clear that the 4"
was shackled to another 4" line which had been
lost on the bottom in earlier dives C' lear ly one of
t h e divers had shackled t h e two lines toge the r while
under narcosis and had not remembered, b u t , by
the weight which even tua l ly came on, it seemed
certain to Snipe tha t the a i r c r a f t was on the end
all r i g h t . To make sure u deep diver was put down
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to the bottom. This was CPOPaulsen, who said that
the 4" was on the sponson, but the 2H" was fouled
and would take no weight. By 1700 we were again
out of divers and had stopped for the night to
allow them their 24 hours recoveiy period between
dives.

By now it had been decided that we would try
the lift on the starboard sponson line alone and
hope that the sponson did not break off.

Tuesday 11th November, the day everyone else
was so excited about the change of government.we
were too busy to notice. By 1140 the bags had
been inflated by divers and, with Snipe holding the
end of the 4" lifting line, and with the buoyancy
bags on the surface the whole conglomerate was
drifting southwest towards the coast with the Sea-
king about 150 feet below the surface. Assisted by
a nudge from Snipe's active rudders the aircraft
was towed into 28 fathoms by 1400, and Snipe
started to heave in on her winch to bring it up to
40 feet for inspection. At 1438 the 4" line parted,
and the aircraft settled on the bottom, but now we
could use Drager equipment for diving. This time
the aircraft was on its starboard side, so the line
was secured to the port sponson and Snipe started
to heave in on its winch again. At 1643 the nylon
lifting strop on the sponson fused and parted, and
the aircraft bottomed again. This time a wire strop

was attached to the port sponson, and other lines
were secured to the picketting points. We stopped
there that night with the aircraft on the bottom,
hopeful for the next day.

By 0828 on Wednesday, 12th November, the
aircraft was off the bottom again and up to 60
feet from the surface. Divers began stuffing it with
air bags and attaching them wherever they could.
And the first technical inspection took place-with-
out result.

The fuel tanks were inflated with air, on a
suggestion by LCDR Brown. At 0935 the aircraft
broke surface upside down. The tail section,
which was hanging by a thread, was cut off and
taken inboard by Snipe.

Examination of the aircraft indicated that it
was possible that, in this upside down position,
the rotor and gearbox might fall out because of
corrosion, so we strapped on the rotor head and
engine with a RAAF nylon salvage net. This fear
later proved groundless but with doubts about
the rotor head we could not right the aircraft out
in Shoalhaven Bight, and in any case the swell was
too big to consider lifting it out of the water.

The Long Tow to Jervis Bay
By 1340 we had enough buoyancy and enough

confidence in the arrangements for Snipe to begin
the long tow to J.B. Two Gemini and divers stayed
by the aircraft all the time, and the crews had to
be changed round throughout the afternoon and
night. We had a few alarms during the tow, but,
shortly after midnight, Snipe was at Point Perpen-
dicular. Snipe anchored at 0345 that morning with
the Seaking floating astern. The last three miles
had taken over three hours to cover.

By 0920 on the morning of November 13th the
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second technical inspection had revealed the prob-
able cause of the gearbox failure.

By 1200 Snipe had towed the aircraft into the
Marine Section Jetty and, by 1415, using lines on

the sponson and rotor head the aircraft was lifted
on to the Jetty and turned upright ready to be
transported to Nowra.

We had completed our task.

; -

"Lo the angler. He riseth early in the morning and upsetteth the whole

household. Mighty are his preparations. He goeth forth with great hope

in his heart — and when the day is far spent he returneth, smelling of

strong drink, and the truth is not in him"
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ANI Crest Competition
In the inaugural journal of the Australian Naval

Institute, members were invited to submit entries
in a competition for a crest suitable for adoption
by the A.N.I. The crests were to be simple, suitable
for use on all official stationery and the Journal,
and later for lapel badges, tie pins and cufflinks,
topical and linked with the Australian Naval In-
stitute aims.

In all, fourteen contributions were submitted
for consideration by the Council, and all were of
such merit as to cause the Council some difficulty
in deciding on the ultimate winner. The Council
expresses its appreciation of the time, effort, im-
agination and artistic merit which went into the
preparation of the fourteen submissions and would
like to congratulate all contributors on the excel-
lence of their entries.

The winning entry was submitted by Mr. C.
Clarke, and is produced in black and white below.
It is intended that the crest, suitably coloured,
should feature on the cover of all subsequent
Journals.

The Council congratulates Mr. Clarke and again
thanks all other contributors for their entries.

The comments below by Mr. Clarke on his design
should be of interest to members.

'The design of this crest was prompted by a con-
sideration of the aims of the Australian Naval In-
stitute as listed in the Journal—the promotion of
interest in naval & maritime affairs.

The significance of the design is as follows:
a. The outer circle of rope is a typical representa-

tion of maritime crest designs.
b. The ship's wheel, with eight spokes on the rim

symbolizes the world-wide nature of Australia's
maritime influence.

c. The Commissioning Pennant bearing the Cross
of St. George, worn by all commissioned ships
of the RAN, symbolises the Naval aspects of
the design.

d. The outline of Australia shows Australia as an
island continent and is intended to highlight
our dependence upon maritime trade.'

NOTE: Mr. Colin Clark is employed in the estimating and
programming division of the Director of Naval Dockyards,
and has had a close association with the RAN over the past
19 years having commenced his career with the RAN as a
toolmaker. Before coming to Canberra in 1970, he was
employed at the RAN Torpedo Establishment in Sydney,
the Estimating Section at Garden Island and at WUJiams-
town Naval Dockyard in Victoria.
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Introducing ILS
BY LIEUTENANT COMMANDER D. J. CAMPBELL, RAN

(The author acknowledges drawing from an article by Mr. Mark Wiant of the U.S. Naval Material
Command, which first appeared in the Navy Supply Corps Newsletter}

INTRODUCING: ILS

Once upon a time a watchkeeper went to slake
his thirst at the ops room brew boat. To his chagrin
he found that the element of the AN/POT 70 was
burned out. The duty greenie shook the stores
assistant and between them they discovered:

a handbook for the superseded AN/POT 55;
a maintainer who had just done the course on
the AN/JUG;
a spare element for the AN/POT 90, planned
for fitting throughout the Fleet next year;
removal of the element was an expensive dock-
yard job;

- the AN/POT series was incompatible with the
watchkeeper's AN/MUG in any event. He should
have been using an AN/CUP in the new metric
configuration.

Since this scenario had been played out around
the Fleet in a myriad themes and variations, it was
apparent that this vexing problem needed to be met
with an Infinitely Lovely Solution. Thus it was
ILS came to be introduced to the RAN because it
was recognized that even the very best ships,
weapons, and men are not worth very much in

terms of operational capability unless their support
is assured, complete, and particularly these days,
economical.

ILS, or Integrated Logistic Support as it is
otherwise known by the purists, can be defined as
the composite of all support considerations neces-
sary to ensure the effective and economical support
of a system or equipment over its entire life-cycle.
As our trans-Pacific cousins are fond of saying, it
has a womb-to-tomb application. The principal
elements of the support considerations are:

Maintenance Planning, including preventive and
breakdown maintenance;
Personnel and Training;
Supply Support, including spares and repair
parts;
Test and Evaluation Fquipment;
Technical Data, including manuals and drawings,
and other data for operational support;

- Shipboard and Shore Based Facilities;
Transportation and Handling;
Logistic Support Management Information;
Logistic Funding.
The basic intention of the ILS system is to com-

bine logistic support planning with hardware design
so that the life-cycle support requirements can be
reduced to the minimum. For example, reliability,
maintainabil i ty, and accessibility (RMA) should be
built-in and should not be dealt with as an awkward
afterthought once the equipment has been delivered
to the Fleet. If a module is to be repaired ashore,
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then access should be designed into, or integrated
with, the system so that the module can actually
be removed, and be removed with ease. It's not
much good if the simple AN/POT has to be dis-
mantled completely in order to replace the burned
out element.

A second basic aim is to ensure consistency or
integration between the various ILS elements
because of their essentially interdependent nature.
For example, if that AN/POT is to be repaired on-
board then the technical manual must contain the
proper instruction, the training programme must
produce the necessary skills, tesi: equipment and
tools must be available, the spare element must be
provided to the ship, and there must be space to
do the repair in the ship and to store the spare. To
carry it further, the packaging must be such that
the element survives getting to the ship, and the
documentation such that it can be identified and
located once onboard.

The discerning reader will have observed that
there is nothing arcane about the ILS concept. It is
simply good, applied common sense. The innova-
tion that it does bring to the RAN is a change from
supporting design alone, but also designing support.
That is not a cute, but empty, buzz-phrase-there
are fundamental differences in the two approaches.

ILS must have an established part in all acquisi-
tion projects, major and minor. This statement is
substantiated by the inescapable fact of increasing
support costs vis-a-vis initial acquisition costs, and
this is especially true in the manpower field. In the
past, many of the logistic elements have been
applied individually, but not in a systematic way
as part of a total support package. Elsewhere,
support has been considered only once an item has
been procured and deployed—'instant logistics' if
you like. Both situations have had the inevitable
result of inadequate and costly logistic support,
and have also produced a generation of dissatisfied
logistics customers in our supply and engineer
officers, and as the ultimate arbiters, commanding
officers at sea. Now, logistics must be considered
at all stages of the acquisition process and logistic
support must be developed at the same time as the
parent equipment. Let's have a look at how ILS
works in theory.

It doesn't matter whether we are talking about
a simple device such as a capstan or a complex
system such as a helicopter. Simple or complex,
the procedure is the same so let's stick with the
ops room brew boat. During the earliest phase of
its acquisition, and indeed at its very concept stage,
the design is analyzed to see if it is one which keeps
logistic requirements to the practical minimum.
Automatic test provisions, plug-in components,
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standardized connectors and the like, are common-
place today. If the designer has not included such
features to reduce manpower requirements, he
should have very good reason.

The next step is to consider how best to con-
figure the design so that the remaining logistic
elements can be reduced to the most efficient and
economical level. The key function is to identify
and integrate what maintenance and support actions
are required because of equipment design limita-
tions, operational considerations or safety factors.
The design and configuration of the prototype
AN/POT are analyzed to determine a wide range
of characteristics such as accessibility, spares inter-
changeability, and repairability, to mention only
three.

Next, is to develop a support system that enables
us to maintain and support the AN/POT in its
intended environments. This is a most extensive
task and involves the establishment of requirements
keyed to specific activities and levels of mainten-
ance, considering the use of special and general
test equipment, identifying facilities, spares and
repair parts, quantitative and qualitative personnel
requirements, training equipments, and where
appropriate, contractor services which may provide
all or selected parts of our logistic support.

This is where the 'Integrated' of ILS is so vitally
important, for none of those requirements can be
considered in isolation, and this is why the watch-
keeper had his unrequited caffeine craving. In the
case of the AN/POT, of course, many of these
requirements would not be applicable but there
were sufficient involved to cause all the trouble. An
additional point to be made here is that the ILS
Plan must be tailored to individual requirements.

The next major step in applying the ILS Concept
is perhaps the one with which most people are
familiar and is the Visible' part. This involves the
acquisition of the necessary support resources in-
cluding personnel, technical data, facilities, sup-
port and test equipment, spares and repair parts,
and training equipment.

The person in charge of all this activity is the
Project Director (or Project Officer, depending on
the size of the operation) and he has the responsi-
bility to develop and carry out the ILS programme.
Generally, he in turn delegates the ILS responsibil-
ity to an ILS Manager if he is fortunate enough to
have one. If he doesn't, he does it himself. The ILS
Manager is the one to ensure the integration of
the elements of logistic support as well as integrat-
ing these elements, as a whole, into the item's
design and development.



The ILS Manager, depending on the size and
complexity of the item, may be supported by
Logistic Element Managers (LEMs). These are
people who will manage and integrate an element
such as supply support, complements, or training.
These people would be part of one of the interested
functional directorates within Navy Office, and
obviously the LEMs are expert in their field. How-
ever, the ILS Manager, as can be seen from the vast
scope of work for which he is responsible, is not a
specialist. He must have an understanding and
appreciation of design, maintenance, and supply,
to mention but a few. Above all, he must be able
to co-ordinate-with tact.

That's ILS in theory. In practice in the RAN we
do little of the sort.

ILS was introduced to the RAN in the heady
days of the DDL project. It was an ambitious under-
taking and was enthusiastically pushed by the early
practitioners. Although this project was cancelled,
ILS, fortunately, was not abandoned but survived
in the succeeding FFG project. Nevertheless, some
of the criticism of the DDL project remained with
its associated management techniques and ILS was
somewhat of a casualty in this regard. ILS never
really had a chance but was judged and found
wanting, and its revival has been regarded warily
by some eyes. Functional directorates have always
at tended, up to a point, to the logistic support
elements but until now there has not been that
essential co-ordination of their various efforts.
Resistance exists on the grounds of inter-directorate
rivalry, the 'rice-bowl' syndrome, and often a sus-
picious ignorance of what ILS is really all about.
One of the aims of this article is to dispel these
baseless objections.

ILS Managers are working in the Guided Missile
Frigate, Heavy Lift Ship, Underway Replenishment
Ship, Patrol Craft, Armed Helicopter, and Mine-
hunter projects. Perhaps the sceptics will have to
wait some years to judge for themselves the out-
come of ILS planning when the results, successful
or otherwise, will rapidly become evident upon
commissioning. Even then, it must be confessed,
there could still be grounds for rebuke because we
are largely working on only half of the full ILS
concept. We do very little in the way of design and
so most of our purchases, even of major items, are
essentially off-the-shelf buys. There is little that
can be done in these cases about influencing design,
but there is wide scope for ensuring that other
support considerations are catered for in a timely,
effective, and economic manner.

At present, therefore, to use the term ILS Man-
ager in the RAN is to use a misnomer. As design is
so far removed from our province the Project

Director must largely accept what is offered in the
manufacturer's glossy brochures and he becomes,
in reality, an Acquisition Manager. His so-called ILS
Manager, in turn, is more properly an Assistant who
is tasked with co-ordinating the activities of others
in support matters. Nevertheless, progress is being
made so the proper ILS nomenclature should be
used. Perhaps its continued usage will help to
speed the process from illusion to reality.

As mentioned before, most of our projects in-
volve off-the-shelf purchses of overseas design and
production, and if ILS is voiced as a concern then
it is largely catered for by the hopeful expectation
that the manufacturer will have attended to it.
More often than not, fortunately for the RAN,
this effort has been expended by the manufacturer
under the direction of, say, the US Navy and we
inherit the benefit through commonality of equip-
ment and co-operative logistic support arrange-
ments. Nevertheless, we frequently modify overseas
design better to suit RAN requirements of opera-
tional environment, or because the US Navy's
maintenance concept may differ radically from our
own. These factors must force us, to a considerable
extent , into ILS deliberations.

The pressing impacts of Australian Industry
Participation and the need to foster local defence
industrial capability are further pressures inexor-
ably forcing ILS upon us. Above all are the facts
of rising support costs. In recent years we have con-
sistently spent more on support than on new equip-
ment. Capital equipment amounted to just over
12% in the 75/76 Navy estimates. By the very
nature of modern weaponry, the maintenance/cap-
ital ratio in new equipment acquisitions is high,
but without the analytical benefit of ILS there can
be no method of exercising any effective control
over this proportion. We have long since passed the
point where, for many equipments, maintenance
costs exceed capital costs. Furthermore, despite a
central defence organisation, all three Services
have differing provisioning and funding philos-
ophies and all compete vigorously for a share of
the Defence Budget. ILS would help to justify and
substantiate the Navy's claim in this arena and if
the share is less than expected it would help to
stretch it to best effect. This latter aspect is
particularly important and illustrates the benefit of
ILS outside the scope of its formal objectives.
Budgetary crises are not unknown to us and wil l ,
doubtless, continue in the future. It is a fact of life
that when money becomes short, support consider-
ations are the first sacrifices to be made. In the face
of such inevitabil i ty, ILS can soften the blow by
indicating, where cuts can be taken with the least
damage. If defence spending is to be held more or
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less at a constant proportion of the GNP (as it
probably will) then it is apparent that the main-
tenance share will have to be reduced if a building
programme for a viable Fleet is ever to be sustain-
ed. There is no realistic alternative, political,
economic, or military, but to use the tool of ILS.

Despite the reality of the necessity for ILS, there
are some perfectly good reasons why it is off to a
slow start in the RAN.

First, it is not widely understood. There needs
to be an extensive educational programme to get
people thinking ILS, and to train those who will
be involved in ILS planning in the future. This
alone is a formidable task, but a start has been
made. This article is one such instance.

Second there need to be produced written im-
plementation guides and directives. At present,
such documentation as we have consists of US
publications, and although the concepts and prin-
ciples remain valid, procedural differences abound.
Additionally there is the difference in our termin-
ology: We prefer to say 'answer' rather than 'op-
timized analytical response'. This is not a trivial
issue but is a real stumbling block, and so it is not
a simple solution merely to plagiarize US publica-
tions. To some extent the wheel will have to be
re-invented, and this is a costly and time-consuming
task.

Third, is the immense problem of available
resources-personnel and financial. At first sight,
this is also the greatest problem, but in fact it could
well be the least. If ILS becomes properly and
widely understood, then resources would be pro-
vided on the very pragmatic grounds that if ILS
is adequately funded at the project development
stage, {hen the savings in resources over the entire
life-cycle would be substantial. There is a catch of
course: It is so often expedient to attend to the
more pressing and visible issues of today and to let
tomorrow's problems be looked after later, and
hopefully by someone else. It's an absurd philos-
ophy, but one that has extensive adherence none-
theless. The fact remains that if you can save ten
men from a ship's complement then your life-cycle
saving is in the region of five million dollars. If,
through neglect to apply a proper ILS analysis,
this potential saving is not identified and achieved
then surely someone is culpable. To arrive at this
saving through formal analysis and trade-off studies
you can spend a lot of dollars and still be out
ahead. If you can delete one single line item from
a ship's stores allowance list, the saving in software
alone over the life-cycle would be about $800, to
say nothing of the capital hardware cost. If these
sorts of facts are fully appreciated, then there can
be no rational excuse for scrimping on ILS.
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We have looked briefly at ILS in theory and
practice. It would be profitable to dwell for a mo-
ment on its future prospects and the underlying
philosophy.

To be done thoroughly, the ILS process must
be based on analytical determination of logistic
requirements. This is not easy to achieve, and
neither is it cheap, but it is cost-effective. The de-
termination requires the use of established tech-
niques such as Level of Repair (LOR), Logistic
Support Analysis (LSA), and Life Cycle Costing
(LCC). The 'analysis'-currently used in the RAN to
determine support is better described as the arith-
metic manipulation of applied, often subjective,
judgement. Consequently, the results of any'sup-
port analysis are of doubtful value and could
always be subject to question. Questions relating
to a particular support analysis can't be answered
satisfactorily because the judgement that raised
the question is seldom the judgement that was the
foundation of the analysis. That may sound a bit
tortuous, but it's true. In short, pre-ILS logistic
support determination is often amateurish.

On the other hand, if the logistics analyst had
at his disposal laws of logistics as the design en-
gineer has the laws of science, the validity of sup-
port analysis would be enhanced. In the case of
design, the designer applies the laws of science in
combination with his best judgement to achieve a
system that fulfils the intended purpose. The suc-
cess of the design is dependent on how well the
designer allowed his creativity and judgement to
be limited by the established laws of science.
Questions relating to design can be resolved readily,
as long as the designer's decision does not conflict
with those laws. The success of this engineering
approach to design speaks for itself. Today's mech-
anized, automated Navy exists because the designer
has been able to create the systems with the per-
formance that the Navy requires.

Our ability to design systems has far exceeded
our ability to support them and the resulting logis-
tics dilemma has led to a frantic effort to catch up.
Unfortunately this effort has attacked the symp-
toms and not the true cause of the problem.

Better methods of inventory control, allowance
determination, and cataloguing, for example, have
been introduced. They have been accompanied by
quality control, value engineering and design-to-cost
concepts. Their application has to some extent
alleviated the symptoms—inadequate support and
excessive cost of support. But the problem con-
tinues and it is simply this: Specific support require-
ments may not be known until the system has been
operational for some time. General support require-
ments are recognized such as the need for trained



maintainers, instructions, spare parts, and tools.
The unanswered questions are: How much of each;
where should they be positioned; and what are the
optimum mixes of these ingredients?

In the past, these questions have been answered
by the logistician by estimating a new system's
requirements by applying this judgement based on
experience of similar systems. The results of this
arithmetic manipulation of applied judgement are
inadequate support and rising support costs. ILS,
properly implemented, offers a new approach in
attacking this problem.

Development of analytical tools for the logis-
ticians must begin with the determination of the
frequency that the elements of support are required.
This is dependent on the inherent reliability of the
item. The traditional approach to reliability has
been to design to achieve a prescribed mission
reliability. This was done by determining the relia-
bility of the critical systems and adding redundant
systems as necessary to ensure that the prescribed
mission reliability was met. But to establish the in-
herent reliability of each repairable item with the
precision required by logistics analysis will impose
an additional emphasis on the design and delivery
of reliable assemblies and systems. This attacks the
root cause of the problem.

Until useful reliability data is avaialbe and
applied, specific support requirements will be
determined by applied judgement. In the RAN,
this will continue to be a 'seat of the pants'
approach until such time as the ill-fated DRAMA
programme is re-activated, and until trained logistics
analysts are able to be employed from the very out-
set of a project's development. Industry will need
to respond more accurately and honestly in their
manufacturer's recommendations for support.

Equally important to successful logistics analy-
sis is cost. Cost in terms of dollars must be estab-
lished for manhours and the systems' downtimes
just as validly as the hardware and software costs
of support. Sophisticated life-cycle costing tech-
niques are available now, but we don't use them.
We must use them.

The basic factors of logistics-reliability and
cost-have the potential of becoming the'laws of
logistics'. The logisticians's creativity and judge-
ment, limited by these laws, could develop a sup-
port analysis that would assure adequate, timely,
and economical support, in a parallel fashion to
the engineering design. Indeed the two disciplines
should move in an iterative process towards a fully
integrated end item.

Everyone in the Navy is involved, to a greater
or lesser extent, with ILS. This is true whether we
are using an equipment at sea, maintaining it ashore,

or dreaming about it as a staff officer in Canberra.
It is an all-embracing discipline which penetrates
into every functional area-manning and training,
design and maintenance, procurement and supply,
and operations, of course, which must initially
state the desired reliability for ships and equipment
in the full knowledge of the cost involved. Recall
our original description of ILS: The composite of
all support considerations necessary to ensure the
effective and economical support of a system or
equipment over its entire life cycle. By definition
it is vitally important to the operational capability
of the RAN.

The next time you reach for your own AN/POT
put yourself in the position of that watchkeeper,
and think about it for a moment. ILS is as much
an attitude of mind as anything else.

SHIP DESIGNERS

. . . but that is the natural fate of designers of
ships—the speed enthusiasts & the gunnery experts
& the advocates of armour protection, the men who
have to keep the ships at sea and the men who
have to handle them in action all combine to curse
the designer.

Then comes the day of battle, & the mass of
compromise which is a ship of war encounters
another ship of war which is a mass of different
compromises, & then, ten to one, the fighting men
on the winning side will take all the credit to them-
selves & the losers—such of them as survive—will
blame the designers all over again.

"The Ship"
by C. S. Forester
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Shiphandling
Corner

INCIDENT ONE

This incident occurred at a little-used port in
the Far East. The Ship was a Daring Class Destroyer.
She and her consort were due to go alongside a
fuelling wharf at 0800 (local), in sequence, fuel,
move to other berths and then both Captains were
to be flown out to the national capital for official
calls on all the rich, great and famous in the country.
It was a tight schedule. The response to the logreq
said that tugs would stand by on arrival. The along-
side berth was like this:

The berthing plan was to pass through Position
A, between the foul ground and the point west of
the wharf. Although there was a stiff sou'westerly
blowing it was well within the ship's capabilities to
get alongside and, with a tug to assist, it looked
dead easy.

The plan also assumed the existence of a charted
Hauling Off Buoy which, with its ground tackle,
would -preclude the use of the ship's anchors,
and in any case, this buoy couio DC used n requireo
to get away. On entering harbour at about 0750
the first blow fell when Harbour Control said that
the promised tugs were not available. The ship
forged on and things began to happen quickly, as
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they do on these occasions. On rounding the point
and shaping up for the berth no Hauling Off Buoy
could be seen. The second blow had fallen to upset
the planning. As the ship slowed down for its final
approach it became obvious that the sou'westerly
would have more effect than was comfortable, and,
in the absence of the Hauling Off Buoy, an anchor
could, and would have to be used. As it was, the
ship ended up gently and comfortably alongside
with 3 shackles out on the starboard cable. Despite
views previously held by the Captain about the
dangers of using short lengths of cable, the anchor
had held the ship well up on berthing, and it seem-
ed reasonable that it might do the same on departure.
Queries about the tugs and the hoped-for Hauling
Off Buoy met with bland amiablility from the shore
authorities, and it was clear that departure could
not rely on assistance from them. Some confidence
was placed on the 3 shackles out-but sadly mis-
placed confidence as it turned out.

On departure the cable was hauled taut and the
spring and engines were used to get some turning
moment on; not too much, because there was not
that much manoeuvring room between wharf and
shoal. Finally though, it was necessary to go astern
to shorten in, weigh, and get out. As the cable was
heaved in the anchor dragged, the ship caught the
wind and its bows bumped all the way down the
wharf. As the ship cleared the western end of the
wharf, it became increasingly clear that there was
some considerable risk of grounding between the
wharf and the point. By then the cable was in to
about a shackle, the ship still had stern way on
but was drifting down wind. The foc'sle was ordered
to stop heaving and put on the brake and the slip
"Half ahead Port, revolutions 135, slow ahead
Starboard, Starboard 30", and the ship responded
and gathered headway quickly, the cable went taut
and this helped wrench the bow to starboard and
safe.ty; better to lose an anchor than a ship. The
stern swung worryingly close to the western end
of the wharf but once clear the revs could be taken
off, and the anchor could be dredged out into
clear water and weighed. It had been a near thing.

What Self Criticism is Offered?

In hindsight it is hard to offer any excuses. The
Captain made a mess of it from beginning to end,
and only that he avoided damage to his ship got
him out of . the severe censure he deserved. He
started to go wrong when he assumed that promised
tugs would be available and the chart was maintain-
ed up to date by the host country, but proper
attention to the aim of safe handling and less con-



cern about his diplomatic role could have prevented
all the consequences. Instead of the dash to the
wharf through Position A he should have heard the
warning bells as he entered harbour and was told
no tugs were available. If he had then proceeded to
Point B, and weighed up the situation he could have
taken it all much more calmly. Even when apparent-
ly committed to the berth at Position A he could
just as easily have turned to Starboard, preceded
to Position B, and again, taken stock of the situa-
tion. Instead he rushed on impetuously into what
ended as a hazardous situation, full of anxieties
about what were only secondary considerations at
the time. The only things in the Captain's favour
were the good understanding which had been
developed, with his team on the foc'sle, and his
splendid engineroom, and their quick responses to
his final and almost desperate orders which even-
tually saved the situation.

Having made a foolish mistake in getting along-
side with 3 shackles out in those circumstances,
the Captain could have invited his consort to
anchor somewhere towards Position B, pass him a
line and then use the consort as a very powerful
tug. Armour propre, is probably the right expres-
sion why this was not done, but how silly it looks
in retrospect. Better a l i t t le dented pride and no
worries, rather than what happened. Finally when
he was getting into extreme danger with the anchor
still down and the ship blowing down wind, rather
than go ahead and dredge the anchor out that way,
he could have just as easily gone astern and dredged
it out between the point and the shoal. Changing
from ahead to astern at that critical time only gave
the wind more opportunity to force him further to
leeward.

Lessons Learnt

The aim was submerged and confused with sub-
sidiary considerations. Another ten minutes weigh-
ing up the situation would have been unimportant
in the long run and it would have saved a lot of un-
necessary worry. More importantly the ship would
never have been in any danger.

Professional Wrecker's Comments

The overall plan for berthing/unberthing seemed
reasonable. However the plan required the use of
tugs and a buoy. As tugs and buoy were not avail-
able an alternative plan was required.

The lesson to be learnt is that a plan is devised
so that an evolution may be carried out safely and
efficiently. If the plan becomes unworkable a
dangerous situation is probably developing and a
re-think is necessary.

CYCLOPS

INCIDENT TWO:

Incident One in the Shiphandling Corner of the
February 1976 issue brings to mind another in-
stance of shiphandling concerning the minesweepers
built in Australia during the war years.

The first ships of the class were built with 1750
HP engines and Deloraine was the first to be built
at Morts Dock with 2000HP engines. This involved
several structural changes in the ship and re-arrange-
ments which included pockets in the wing fuel
tanks to accommodate larger boilers, change of
rotation of propellers and some steering gear modi-
fications because of an extensive re-arrangement of
the bridge structure.

Time came for trials and there was much dis-
cussion on shiphandling characteristics with the
new propellers and the civilian pilot was warned of
the change of propeller rotation and the possibilities
of misinterpretation of engine orders.

It was a fine calm day with the water of Morts
Bay as smooth as an oil slick when a small tug
pulled the bow out before main engines were order-
ed slow ahead both with 10 degrees of port rudder.
As speed built up it soon became apparent that the
ship was swinging to starboard. Was this the effect
of propeller rotation? There was l i t t le time for dis-
cussion as successively increasing degrees of helm
were ordered to correct the swing. The point of no
return had come and before a change of direction
could be achieved, the ship continued to swing in
spite of a crash astern order. A collision was inevit-
able with a Sydney ferry moored at its overhaul
yard. Only slight damage on either side and mostly
to the rickety wharf to which the ferry was secured.

Investigation showed that the steering gear rods
in the re-arrangement had been moved from one
side of the ship to another, another train of bevel
wheels introduced and rotation altered which gave
port indication on the bridge with a starboard
rudder. The gear had been checked but not well
enough because when orders were given at the
basin trials to go hard over each way, no one had
bothered to ascertain whether the bridge and
steering flat were synchronised port to port and
starboard to starboard.

R.F.A.
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The Aircraft Carrier
Past and Future

BY COMMANDER G. NEKRASOV, RAN

An address to the Sydney Chapter of the Australian Naval Institute on 21st January, 1976.

The history of seagoing air power has been a
turbulent one. Most navies became aware of the
importances of the aircraft from the early days of
aviation.

Perhaps it can be even said that the first attempt
to start Naval Aviation was made by Daedulus in
the ancient times, who made wings for himself and
his son Icarus in order to escape from the island of
Crete. There was a 50% success: Daedulus made it,
Icarus didn't. Then there was a long gap.

During WW1 aircraft were already employed-in
one way or another by all combatant fleets. These,
of course were generally used as a secondary
weapons, except, curiously enough, in the Black
Sea, when the Russian Imperial Navy had attempted
to mount some operations with the Seaplane Car-
riers playing a major part.

Also during WW1 the Royal Navy had poineered
and developed new techniques which ultimately
led to the appearance of the Aircraft Carrier as a
ship type.

The first carrier, however was an American one
-USS Langley-a converted collier fitted with a
wooden platform.

After WW1 the development of the Aircraft
Carrier as a ship type was progressed by the major
navies: the Royal Navy, the U.S. Navy and the
Imperial Japanese Navy.

There was some experimenting with the design,
thus the Lexington and Saratoga were armed with
8" guns, the Japanese bu i l t their early carriers with
horizontal funnels and built them in pairs- one ship
in each pair had the island on the PORT side.

The trend setter in the development process
proved to be the large, fast and expensive ships
the Eagle, Lexington, Kaga. (Both Lexington and
Kaga were originally laid down as Battle Cruisers.
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There were also some unusual developments-
such as the U.S. Navy's flying carriers: the airships
Acron and Macon.

The German Navy was much too late in embark-
ing on a Carrier building programme and the 'Graf
Zepplin' never saw service.

All three carrier navies developed their own
philosophies and, ironically it was a blessing for
the Western World that whilst Britain had developed
a strong Air Force, the U.S. developed a strong
Naval Aviation which always remained an integral
part of the U.S. Navy.

Even in those days the cost of the carriers had
worried some people, thus Fletcher Pratt in his
book "Sea Power in Today's War" expressed con-
cern that the loss of Lexington or Saratoga could
be a crippling blow to the U.S. Navy. How wrong
he was!

Early operations during WW2 were reminiscent
of those in WWl-a battleship-cruiser-destroyer-
submarine war, however the carrier proved her
worth during the Bismark chase and even more
convincingly during the attack on Taranto.

At this stage one may wonder whether the Bis-
mark raid would have been such a fiasco had she
been protected by "Graf Zeppelin's" Messer-
schmidt fighters.
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We all know what happened later. From the
sinking of the 'Bismark' to the sinking of the
Yamato the carriers went from strength to strength.
Carriers faced big guns, shore based aircraft, sub-
marines and even guided missile-for this is what in
fact the Kamikazes were-particulary the rocket
powered OKA's-and the carriers triumphed.

From Pearl Harbour, through Ceylon, Coral Sea,
Midway, Philippines Sea, to Leyte and Okinawa
the carriers dominated the Pacific War. Less spect-
acular ly , but equally important was the operation
of the R.N. carriers in the North Atlantic.

During WW2 there were several parallel develop-
ments in carrier types. First there was the large
fleet carriers and the Essex class and the Shinano,
then there were the smaller CVL's-a marriage
between a cruiser hull and a flight deck, then the
escort carriers CVE's, built on a merchant hull and
f i n a l l y there were Merchant aircraft carriers (MAC's)
Fighter catapult ships and the catapult armed mer-
chantmen (CAM's).

We tend to forget the role played by the CVE's,
the CAM and MAC's.

In the years that followed WW2 and the Korean
War, the fu tu re of the Aircraft carrier became
clouded with uncertainty to such an extent that
Capt. Donald Mcln tyre concluded his book "Air-
craft Carrier The Magistic Weapon" with a gloomy
sta tement :

"It is possible that the carrier's reign as the
Queen of the Sea will be a short one and it may
already be approaching its end."
One is tempted to ask "Why?"
The case against carriers can be summed up

under the following headings:
a. They are 'too costly'
b. They are 'too vulnerable'
c. They are 'not viable'
d. They are 'not cost effective'
(Most of these arguments were used even before

WW2).
Let us tackle the first item first: the term 'cost

effectiveness' often means different things to dif-
ferent people. For reasons which I do not intend
to discuss now, I have my reservations about its
use in many a debate or study.

What one must stress, is that a 'cost effective
solution' (on paper) which does not result in a win-
ning combination of weapons and tactics in the
ult imate test- the bat t le- is of no use whatsoever.
There are no consolation prizes to the losers in a
sea ba t t l e .

As for viability, I, being a technical man, can
only offer a simplistic view, that the essence of
Naval tactics is still as stated by Lord Macky '
Fisher: Hit first, hit hard and keep on hi t t ing. In

this aspect, the carrier and her aircraft have the
capacity to detect the enemy at a very long range,
whether the enemy be ship, aircraft or even sub-
marines and to attack that enemy with the mini-
mum of delay. The carriers can also provide a sus-
tained effort in attacking the enemy. To quote
Ravi Kaul's paper in the USNI Proceeding: "The
most important lesson of the (Indo-Pakistan) war
is the classical one: if you locate and destroy the
enemy's ships you achieve all the other aims
simultaneously."

The question is: can the carriers achieve better
results than say, a combination of shore based air-
craft and missile armed ships?

In this respect it ishighly significant t h a t today's
fastest growing Navy, all set to achieve the domin-
ation over the world's oceans, has progressed from
submarines and cruisers to guided missile armed
ships and shore air arm and has now produced
Moskva class ships with Kiev class carriers to follow.
It certainly appears that Admiral Gorshkov regards
the carriers as the Navy's ultimate weapon.

During WW2 Great Bri ta in at tempted to rely on
shore based air power for her seaborne trade pro-
tection and it was the Chief of Air Staff who said:

"The only method of protection likely to be
effective is the shipborne, high-performance
fighter."
Since WW2 the carrier has proved her effective-

ness again and again Korea and Vie tnam, d u r i n g
the Suez crisis, in numerous 'cold confrontat ions '
and finally during the Indo-Pakastani War.

On this occasion INS Vikrant played a signifi-
cant, possibly the decisive part in isolating East
Pakistan and did it despite the fact that her
Hawker 'Seahawks' were obsolete when compared
with Migs and other aircraft used by both sides.

However, to quote Ravi Kaul once more: 'In
common with other air forces, that of India is not
at its best when operating over the sea' and 'Just as
all other navies inadequately supplied with aviation
the Navy of India has been disatisfied with the
maritime reconnaissance support by the local air
force.'

One should add that although Vikrant attacked
shore targets, including airfields, she was never
attacked or located by the Pakistan air force.

Mobility reduces vulnerabi l i ty . On this score
Admiral Zumwaldt stated in an interview that
nothing would be invulnerable in an all out nuclear
war, adding, that he would feel safer on a carrier's
bridge than ashore. As for non-nuclear war , he
pointed oui t ha t during the operations in the Gulf
of Tokin not one of the aircraft was destroyed hy
enemy act ion on the carriers' decks, whilst on the
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airfields some 400 aircraft were destroyed and a
furtheMOOO damaged.

There were admittedly mishaps due, possibly, to
mishandling of ammunition, but no irreparable
damage was done to any of the carriers.

There is also little doubt that the damage con-
trol could have saved some of the carriers during
WW2, e.g. Lexington, Shinano. To prove this state-
ment HMS Illustrious in the Mediterranean survived
a savage attack by the Luftwaffe which resulted in
a multitude of hits.

At Leyte Admiral Spague's CVE's survived the
onslaught by Admiral Kurita's battleship and
cruisers.

At this point I would like to add some statistics:
during the WW2 Allied Navies commissioned 172
Carriers-of them 19 were lost, a percentage loss of
11%. By comparison the losses in British Common-
wealth Navies were Battleships 18%.,'Cruisers 33%,
Destroyers 36%, Sloops 21% and Submarines 37%.

We now must face the question of cost and per-
haps once again 'cost effectiveness', if you like.

Nuclear and ordinary attack carriers are very
costly and can only be operated by superpowers.
They are strategic weapons-but unlike their under-
water counterparts they have a vast spectrum of
capabilities for local conflicts. Therefore we can
expect that superpowers will cont inue to operate
them.

However even the bigger naval powers had to
look for a cheaper ship to implement the command
and control of the seas. I refer lo the sea control
ship, which is in fact a resurrection of the CVE
and also the ARAPAHO concept -a portable flight
deck and container support ship for a few aircraft,
mounted on top of a container ship. This is in fact
a resurrection of the MAC and CAM concept.

In the meantime France has produced two
smaller carriers with an all round capability and
the Royal Navy has produced the through deck
cruiser (CH). Another interesting British innovation
is the design of a 'Mini Carrier'- of 6000 tonnes dis-

placement and having a complement of 250, a 450
foot flight deck suitable for Harriers and Heli-
copters.

Then there were various proposals for a 'flexible
ship'. In my article 'Quo Vadis, Small Naval
Power?' published by the USNI and in a shorter
article published by the 'Pacific Defence Reporter'
I have argued the case for the flexible ship. Inci-
dentally, I was delighted when D. G. Robertson
argued against me, for we need a healthy profes-
sional debate. Recently I read with great interest
CMDR Donohue's paper 'Naval Air Power and the
R.A.N.' in the last 'Journal' of the ANI and in
particular his mention of S.A.P. based on a con-
tainer ship hull, which would involve minimal
structural changes.

Briefly, I would like to continue the debate re-
garding the 'flexible ship'- I do not see the 'flexible
ship' as a present day MAC, I regard this ship as a
rough and ready warship designed around -not a
slow hull (as was the case with the CVE's) but a
fast container ship hull and fu l ly equipped wi th
containerised weapons and support systems.

She would not be aesthetically as pleasing as
the CH but would have the advantage of quick
refits, quick updating and rapid repair of bat t le
damage to her systems. She would need to have a
better damage control arrangement than that of a
merchantman. In addition a ship of this type
would not be too expensive to build or to operate
even by a small navy. In my humble opinion she
could provide a truly effective weapon which even
a shoe string budget could afford.

Isn't that what we need9

It is my submission that an Island Nation must
be capable of protecting her trade, she must be
capable of protecting approaches to her shores. In
the case of an oceanic nation the best way to
achieve this is by seagoing air power. Thus, far from
Capt. Mclntyre's gloomy prediction, I feel that the
carriers will remain the most valuable asset in any
Navy-in any country with maritime interests. In
one form or another she will remain the Queen of
Sea warfare.
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REVIEW

THE CODE BREAKERS'
Sphere $1.95

THE ULTRA SECRET'
Futura $2.20

by David Kahn

by F.W. Winterfaotham

The late Ian Fleming was a self-possessed Anglo-Scot
whose public pose was that of the super-sophisticate-very
Noel Coward, complete with cigarette holder, Supercool.
He drove an Avanti, the only one in Europe and needed
no encouragement to expound on its mechanical features.
He lived a rich fantasy life which he turned to considerable
profit with his James Bond books. On close acquaintance
he had the saving grace of a self-mocking sense of humour.
His first book 'Casino Royale' in which Bond was sent to
France to beat a gambling Russian agent, Le Chiffre, was
based on his own experience in World War II. A German
agent in Lisbon was known to be a keen gambler and
Fleming persuaded DNI that the enemy agent would be dis-
credited if an experienced player took him down at the
tables. Fleming was sent to Lisbon but the German beat
him handsomely. He returned to London broke. War is
hell.

It is pretty clear from The Ultra Secret' that Fleming
got the basis of the plot of 'From Russia With Love' from
life. In Fleming's book Commander James Bond was sent
to Istanbul to bring back a Russian cypher machine, the
Spektor. In 1938 Commander Alastair Denniston went to
Poland and brought back the then current German
machine cypher, the Enigma. With the machine in their
hands the British Secret Service (sometimes called the
Secret Intelligence Service) broke into the main German
cypher system during 1939, and this success did much to
offset the immense initial physical advantage enjoyed by
Germany. The product of this cryptanalytic success was
called 'Ultra' which explains the title of Winterbotham's
book.

There is a strange parallel in the fact that the Germans
sold the Enigma to Japan in the 30's and the Japanese
modified it to produce a family of high level cyphers.
According to Kahn, a U.S. Army Signal Intelligence
Service team, lead by Friedman, broke into this machine
cypher by cryptanalysis alone and built up a cryptographic-
ally compatible analogue device. When a Japanese 'Purple'
machine was recovered, finally, it was found that the U.S.
built version resembled it closely. Perhaps this should not
be so surprising as it seems at first sight.

Kahn's book is a paperback version of the hardcover
original which could be described as the definitive unclassi-
fied work on cryptanalysis. Despite considerable pruning
to bring it down to paper back size, this latest version is
still a very complete textbook on a subject shrouded with
many security layers. Kahn ranges over the whole field of
codes, cyphers and secret writing, and theii lengthy history
from Egyptian heiroglyphs to the recent past. The standard
classics-transposition cyphers, double transposition
cyphers, Playfair's diagraphic, Vigeneres table, machine
cyphers and speech secrecy (scramblers or inverters)-are
all covered, as well as disguised writing, microdots and the
use of little known languages such as Gaelic and Navaho.
The historical examples of the Admiralty's Room 40 in
World War I and the famous Zimmerman telegram, the

Friedman Team's work on 'Purple' and more recent
Russian agents' systems are covered in some detail. There
are also accounts of German, Italian and Russian activities
and successes in cryptanalysis. Kahn is particularly res-
trained in his desire not to make extravagant claims for
this aspect of Intelligence and to put it into a proper
historical perspective. This understatement is a welcome
difference from some journalists masquerading as histori-
ans, who give single solutions as to the reason why some
battles were won, or lost; his balanced outlook makes a
refreshing change. There is hardly space to do justice to
this important book and the comprehensive coverage of
its immense subject. Sufficient to say that there is just too
much to be read and understood properly in days of read-
ing.

Winterbotham's book was published later than Kahn's
original and this may account for some discrepancies about
when and how the Enigma machine was acquired. Winter-
botham was in on the origins of the 'Ultra' system, and
Kahn obviously did not have access to the story of Com-
mander Denniston's secret journey to Poland, nor does he
mention the capture of a German U-boat and its Enigma
machine in May '41. He quotes instead the USN capture
of U505 and its cypher machine in May '44. Kahn then
goes on to say 'The Allies now read U-boat operational
traffic'. According to Winterbotham it was very much
earlier. It can only be assumed that the unsensational
Kahn was unable to discover the earlier successes in his
detailed research. In a sense Winterbotham complements
and updates Kahn for British efforts in World War II and
for that he is valuable, as well as for some insights he gives
into the British Secret Service in those days. His book is
rather discursive and personal, almost chatty, and he falls
into the trap, avoided by Kahn, of suggesting that crypt-
analysis was the war winner. He is also irritating but illum-
inating in his revelations of inter service jealousies and
rivalries to take control of (part of?) the Secret Service
(MI6?) in 1939. Air Marshall Sir John Slessor in his fore-
word reveals a similar anti-Navy prejudice. Sad. There is
local interest in Winterbotham's account of cryptanalytic
teams in Australia and of tactical units with advanced
RAAF headquarters in the Pacific War.

Both books show how individual Service Communica-
tions Intelligence organisations in the USA and Britain
have becme amalgamated into the present NSA and SIS,
in which, it would seem, military personnel now play a
minor role. When Sir John Slessor writes that cryptanalysis
in conjunction with HF/DF lead to a situation in which
the principle headquarters concerned with fighting the
Battle of the Atlantic the crucial importance of I ntelligence
in all its forms is underlined. There is a truism that 'You
can't operate without plans and you can't plan without
Intelligence'. The restriction on the knowledge of Intelli-
gence which led to surprise at Pearl Harbour is too recent
an example for us to forget too quickly.

The 'Code Breakers' is, as I have said, too long and
detailed to be read at a sitting or even in a single borrowing,
and 'The Ultra Secret' is a necessary complement to it. I
suggest that if you have not got them you should outlay
the small sum involved and keep them on your bookshelf
for reference. They should be required reading for all
military professionals. Both books are indexed for easy
reference but unlike the James Bond novels, there is no
sex, and all the violence is off stage.
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Plessey—A Name Synonymous with Total
Electronic Systems Capability
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FACILITIES IN AUSTRALIA

Plessey companies in Australia employ some 4,000
people in research, development and manufacturing
projects vital to the industrial progress and defence of
the Commonwealth.
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